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7.1OBJECTIVE
After reading this unit you will be able to understand:






The link between social change and social movements
The nature of social movements with the help of definitions, examples.
The main factors associated with the origins of social movements
The different components of social movement
The various approaches of social movement

7.2 INTRODUCTION
In this unit, we will discuss some aspects of the collective actions of people which
lead to social change. These types of actions are known as social movements. We
will begin this unit by pointing out the link between social change and social
movements. We will then define what a social movement is, cite some examples of
social movements, list the types of social movements and point out the functions of
social movements. This will be followed by an examination of the origins of social
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movements. Here we will focus on the three factors associated with the emergence
of social movements. The three factors described are relative deprivation,
structural strain, and revitalization. We shall also point out the importance of
discussing the origins of social movements. In the section after this, we will be
describing the role of leadership and ideology in social movements. Then we shall
briefly state the stages in the life cycle of a social movement.
7.3 SOCIAL CHANGE SOCIAL MOVEMENT
One of the main problems of sociology is to understand how and why societies
change. All societies change. In some cases, these may be radical in the sense that
some social institutions may be replaced by new ones. Or, there may be major
changes in the existing social institutions. For example, the prevalence of nuclear
families in the place of traditional joint families has brought a change in the family
as a social institution. Furthermore, there are other institutions, which no longer
exist. For instance, if a society based on slavery is replaced by feudalism then the
social institutions in that slave society may disappear too. If we observe societies
over some time (i.e., historically) we will find that changes have taken place in all
of them. In some cases these may be gradual, i.e., spread over a long period. In
others, they may be rapid.
Social change, as we know by now, does not take place merely by chance or due to
some factors predetermined by fate. Several forces are operating simultaneously in
society, which brings about change. Some of these may be external to social
institutions. Changes caused by a change in the economy or the production
relations is one such instance. Industrialisation creates changes in social
institutions. The changes in the family structure, mentioned above, are caused by
the impact of industrialisation. Nuclear families are more adaptive to the nature of
industrial societies than joint families. The latter is more suited to pre- industrial,
mainly agrarian, societies. At the same time, there are change-producing agents
inside society as well. Social movements are one of these internal forces, which
contribute to changes. Of course, they may at times prevent or resist changes. We
shall look at the change promoting and change resisting aspects of social
movements in our next section7.4 MEANING AND NATURE OF SOCIAL MOVEMENT
7.4.1 Definition
The International Encyclopaedia of Social Sciences (1972) defines a social
movement as a variety of collective attempts to bring about change. The attempts
may be to bring about change in certain social institutions and to crea te a Social
Movements entirely new social order. Or the attempts may represent a socially
shared demand for change in some aspects of the social order. Turner and Kilhan
define a social movement as a ―collectivity which acts with some continuity to
promote or resist change in the society or group of which it is a part‖ (cited by
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McLaughlen 1969: 27). Toch (1965) emphasises that a social movement is an
effort by a large number of people to solve collectively a problem they feel they
share in common.
These definitions bring out, above all things, two important qualifying features of a
social movement. Firstly, those social movements involve collective action against
the actions of a small group of individuals. Secondly, the collective attempt is
designed to promote change or resist change in the society in which the attempt is
made. So collective attempt may be to alter, inaugurate, supplant, restore or
reinstate all or some aspects of the social order.
Let us look at these two features in a little more detailed manner to understand how
social movements are different from other kinds of collective behaviour like a mob
or a crowd. We will also see the difference between social movements and other
movements like a cooperative movement or a trade union movement.
Social movements involve collective action by the people. Any form of collective
action cannot be labeled as a social movement, even if it is directed towards
changing the existing social values. For example, in some places when a car or a
truck knocks down a pedestrian a mob collects immediately and starts beating up
the driver. The mob is provoked because the driver‘s actions have led to injury or
loss of life. Hence this could be regarded as a form of collective action to ensure
the sanctity of life and to prevent rash driving. But can we call this a social
movement? No, because this is just an impulsive outburst. Hence, another feature
of a social movement is that it should be sustained and not sporadic. Similarly,
social movement differs from a crowd by being a long-term collectivity, not a
quick spontaneous grouping. However, crowds may emerge as a result of social
movements. A morcha taken up by members of a woman‘s organization, a part of
the women‘s social movement may attract a crowd.
At the same time, one has to keep in mind that social movements are different
from other movements in society. For instance, we have the cooperative movement
or the trade union movement, which we are quite familiar with. Both these
movements have features, which are common to those discussed above. Namely,
they attempt to change the existing social relations and try to promote change.
They have also sustained movements as they have existed over some time.
However, they have one feature, which excludes them from being social
movements. These movements are institutionalized. By this, we mean that trade
unions, cooperatives, or other organisations function under a given set of rules.
These include procedures for recruitment and subsequently, expulsion, exclusion,
and punishment. The membership of these organisations is not open to all.
Membership may not be open to even those who are expected to be participants of
the movement. Let us clarify this. A trade union is expected to fight for protecting
and enhancing workers‘ rights. But all workers do not automatically become
members of a trade union. They can become members only if they agree to the
objectives of the trade union and they formally enrol as a member. Similarly, a
cooperative which is expected to help poor peasants will not automatically include
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all such people as its members. There are some formalities to be fulfilled such as
registration of membership, purchase of shares, etc. Therefore these organisations
have a formal set of membership rules. Only those accepting and abiding by these
rules can hope to be included as members can be dropped or suspended from
membership.
A movement, which is institutionalised in the above manner, can function with a
fixed structure and a hierarchy. In other words, the structure of such organisations
cannot change. A trade union will have its hierarchy based on authority. There will
be a president, secretary and committee members, etc. Each of them has separate
responsibilities and they hold varying degrees of authority. This type of hierarchy
is necessary for any institutionalised movement. This is what helps it to sustain
itself.
Social movements, on the other hand, will not have any of the above features. The
two features of social movements, namely, sustained action and spontaneity
operate simultaneously. These together distinguish a social movement from other
movements. The existence of either of these features does not result in a social
movement. To explain, earlier examples of trade unions and cooperatives show
that these movements have sustained over some time. But this is because they are
institutionalised and not because they are spontaneous. On the other hand, sporadic
outbursts such as beating up a rash driver are collective behaviour, which is
spontaneous. It is not a social movement because it is not sustained.
We are laying stress on spontaneity because social movements do not follow a
fixed pattern of hierarchy. They are thus able to innovate new features of an
organisation. Institutionalization would prevent any form of innovation because of
its fixed structures.
If we now take into account the features which we have discussed so far, we can
define social movements as, collective action by large groups of people which is
directed towards changing some of the values, norms, and social relations in
society but which are spontaneous and sustained.
We had mentioned earlier in this section the two qualifying features of social
movements. That a social movement constitutes a collective attempt not only to
promote change but also to resist change. This feature has to be kept in mind
because all social movements do not attempt to change the existing situations. For
instance, we all know that right from the nineteenth century there have been
collective attempts to remove the social practice of sati. Raja Ram Mohan Roy
actively campaigned against sati and was chiefly responsible for legal action being
taken against sati in the nineteenth century. Even during his time, there were
collective attempts to resist the introduction of the law abolishing sati. Even today
there is a sizeable section of the population who do not recognise or pay heed to
the law against Sati.
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The enthusiasm with which some people tried to celebrate and promote the
performance of Sati in Deorala, Rajasthan, was a movement that could be regarded
as change resisting. In addition, there could be movements, which promote
casteism or, more specifically, attempt to reinforce the hegemony of the castes.
Movements, which preach domination or superiority of certain castes or a
particular religion over others, movements Social Movements that spread
communal or ethnic prejudice, are all change-resisting movements. They attempt
to change the prevalent norms, values, and social relations and replace them with
obscurantist values.
7.4.2 Examples of Social Movement
We have so far attempted a definition of social movements. This should help us
understand what social movements are and how they differ from other movements.
However, the discussion so far may appear somewhat abstract. Till now we only
know some features of social movements. But what in concrete terms are social
movements? One example which comes to our minds immediately is the process
of Sanskritisation expounded by the eminent sociologist, M.N. Srinivas. In this
process, we find that members of a caste group try to elevate their position to that
of a caste deemed higher than their own. They do so by internalizing the values,
rituals, and social behaviour of the members of that caste. Prof. Srinivas has given
the cases of the Lingayats in Karnataka. We can find similar instances elsewhere.
In a similar move, the Rajbanshis in the Cooch Behar and Jalpaiguri districts of
West Bengal sought to elevate their position to that of the Kshatriya caste. This
community belongs to the Bodo-Kachari group of North East India. Its members
inhabit, apart from the above- mentioned districts, parts of the neighbouring states
of Assam and Bangladesh. Till the Census of 1901, the Rajbanshis were bracketed
with the Koch, a tribe belonging to the same group. It was then believed that both
came from the same ethnic origin. However, in 1909 the Rajbanshis, under the
leadership of Thakur Panchanan Barman declared that their identity was different
from that of the Koch. They stated that they were Kshatriyas from North India who
had taken refuge in this part of the country. The Kshatriya Sabha was formed and
it urged all Rajbanshis to revert to their original status. The Rajbanshis started
following the rituals of Kshatriyas such as wearing the sacred thread, changing in
marriage practices, abstention from eating beef or pork, etc. They also started
adopting the title ―Thakur‖ along with their names. The Rajbanshis has been
recognised as a separate group since the Census of 1911.
This movement is a social movement because it displayed the features of a social
movement discussed earlier. Though the Rajbanshis formed an organisation
(Kshatriya Sabha) and operated through it to elevate their status, it was not a
formal organisation like a trade union or a peasant organisation. The Sabha did not
have a formal set of rules and regulations relating to membership.
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A social movement doesn't need to strive only for the elevation of status; there can
be movements with political or cultural dimensions. The Naxalite movement,
which started in 1968 in the Darjeeling district of West Bengal, could also be
regarded as a social movement. In this movement peasants and agricultural
workers engaged in a violent struggle against those whom they defined as their
exploiters. The movement spread to other parts of the country and it was declared
illegal by the government. This prevented it from developing a formal, institutional
structure. The different groups engaged in various regions could operate only
clandestinely i.e., secretly. However, after 1978 the government removed the ban
on Naxalites provided they discarded violence and used peaceful means to press
for their demands. As a result, several Naxalite groups declared themselves as
political parties and developed formal institutional structures. The movement then
ceased to be a social movement.
In the cultural field too we have social movements. We can observe such
movements in literature and drama. In films, the New Cinema or Parallel Cinema
movement started in the late 1960s is one such instance. Young filmmakers started
making films, which were realistic and dealt with the everyday life of the common
man. This was in contrast to the romantic films in the commercial sector. This
movement did not originate from a formal organisation such as a federation or an
association. It was started by filmmakers who shared the common belief that
realistic films based on good literature should be shown to the people.
We can cite the SNDP Movement (Sri Narayana Dharma Paripalana Movement) as
an example of a social movement that has social, political, educational, and
religious dimensions to it. The movement arose as a backward classes movement
in the nineteenth century in Kerala. It focused on the conflict between untouchable
castes (Izhavas, toddy tappers of South Travancore, Kerala) and the clean Hindu
upper castes (Nayars, Nambudiris). The Izhavas were subject to several rituals as
well as civil disabilities. They had to maintain a prescribed limit of distance from
the upper caste, could not use the roads, tanks, wells, or temples used by the higher
castes. They were denied admission to the traditional caste Hindu schools and were
kept away from administrative jobs. Under the leadership of Sri Narayana Guru
Swamy, the Izhavas formulated a program of social uplift. The issues they
undertook were the right of admission to public schools, recruitment to
government employment, entry into the temple, and political representation. They
fought for social mobility, for the shift in the traditional distribution of power, and
transformed themselves into a large ethnic block, which became politically viable.
(Rao 1974: 22).
We can now see that social movements have varied dimensions. As such, they can
cover all parts of our lives. There can be social movements, which promote
change, and there can be those which resist change. This distinction has to be kept
in mind because all social movements do not attempt to change the existing
situation. Now let us move on to another aspect of social movements, namely,
types of social movements.
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7.4.3 Types of Social Movement
Social movements can be classified under various typologies depending on such
factors as the aim of the movement, organisation, means adopted to achieve the
aims, value strength, and so on. Some of the types are:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

Migratory Movement: When a large number of people migrate due to
discontent and or due to the shared hope for a better future in some other
land, we talk of migratory movements. For instance, the mass exodus of
men to Gulf countries especially from the state of Kerala is an example of a
migratory social movement. Similarly, the mass migration of people from
Bangladesh to India during troubled times is another instance of a
migratory movement.
Reform movements: This type of movement constitutes a collective
attempt to change some parts of a society without completely transforming
it. A reform movement accepts the basic pattern of the social order of that
society and orients itself around an idea. It makes use of those institutions
such as the press, the government, the school, the church, and so on to
support its program. Reform movements usually, rise on behalf of some
distressed or exploited group. Reform movements are almost impossible in
an authoritarian society. Such movements are mainly possible in
democratic societies where people tolerate criticism. For example, the
socio-religious reform movement of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
in India aimed to remove social practices like sati, denial of education to
women, ban on widow remarriage, ill-treatment of widows, child marriage,
caste disabilities, and so on.
Revolutionary movements: Such a movement seeks to overthrow the
existing system and replace it with a different one. Revolutionary
movements aim at reconstructing the entire social order. They challenge the
existing norms and propose a new scheme of values. The examples that
immediately come to one‘s mind are the French Revolution and the
Russian Revolution which resorted to overthrowing the existing sociopolitical order prevailing in France and Russia respectively.
Resistance or Reactionary move ments : These arise among people who
are dissatisfied with certain aspects of change. The movement seeks to
recapture or reinstate old values. For example, the Islamic Fundamentalist
movement and the Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh (RSS) can be classified
under the heading reactionary or resistance movements Within every
society, at different points of time we can have general movements or
specific movements. All these types of movement generally have a
program of protest and action, establishment of a power relationship
favourable to the movement, and promotion of membership gratification.
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7.5 ORIGIN OF SOCIAL MOVEMENT
After having described the main features of a social movement, let us move on to
the question of the emergence of a social movement. What are the social
conditions or motivational forces that are both necessary and sufficient to the
generation of a social movement? In this section, we will discuss the origins of
social movements by describing three factors that are associated with the
emergence of social movements. But before doing so, let us specify the minimum
conditions that are necessary for a social movement to emerge.
A social movement represents an effort by a large number of people to solve
collectively a problem or problems that they feel they have in common. In doing so
the people must, first of all, understand the problem. Therefore, the problem must
be observable. Secondly, it must be objective. This means that it exists even if we
are not aware of it. A low caste status or lack of realism in films is there even if
people at a given point in time are not aware of its existence. When people become
aware of the problem it means that their consciousness of the problem is real.
Hence they are now subjectively aware of the objective situation. This would mean
that problems are not created by people out of anything. They exist in reality but it
is only when people understand a problem that they try to find out means to
overcome it.
All this may seem somewhat complicated but it is quite simple if we try to go into
major details. First of all, we must try to understand why there is a sudden need for
collective action. We are using the word ‗sudden‘ because if a problem exists in
reality why is it that people react to it only at a given point of time and not earlier.
To understand this mystery, or rather, understand the very existence of social
movements, we must go into its origins. It is only then that we can understand the
nature of any social movement. M.S.A. Rao (1979) had done a great deal of
research on social movements and he identified three factors relating to the origins
of social movements. We shall attempt to explain these in this section.
7.5.1 Relative Deprivation
The first factor is relative deprivation. A social movement usually starts because
people are unhappy about certain things. They may feel that they are not getting
enough. In other words, they feel that they are deprived of something. The
Naxalite movement would have this as a cause. The peasants felt that they were
being exploited and deprived of their rights and the fruits of their labour. They,
therefore, decided to protest. Similarly, the movement for the abolition of the
reservation of seats for backward classes in educational institutions, which took
place in Gujarat, was again a result of relative deprivation. The upper castes felt
that their children were being deprived of seats in good schools because of the
reservation policy. At the same time, those pressing for more reservations are
doing so because they too feel deprived.
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We should keep in mind that deprivation is relative and not absolute. A movement
against or for reservation does not mean that the concerned castes feel that they are
deprived of educational facilities. They feel that given their ability they are getting
less. What we are trying to stress here is that social movements do not arise only
when there are extreme conditions, e.g. contradiction between the very rich and the
very poor. Social movements can arise out of relative expectations and not
necessarily out of
7.5.2 Structural Strain
However, all social movements do not arise out of relative deprivation. They can
also originate from structural strain. When the prevailing value system and the
normative structure does not meet the aspirations of the people, society faces
strain. What happens at this time is that a new value system is sought to replace the
old. This leads to conflicts and tension. Usually, individuals in such a situation
violate social norms. For example, where intercaste marriage is not permitted we
may still find a few cases of such marriage, in violation of the norms. However
only when individual actions are replaced by collective action does a social
movement take place.
Let us take the example of the women‘s movement to illustrate the point. In a
largely traditional society like India, women are usually assigned passive roles. A
woman is expected to be subordinate to males. It is believed that as a daughter a
female must obey her father; as a wife, her husband, and as a widow, her sons.
Such a value system would encourage women to be content as housewives and
mothers. The duties outside the house, such as education, earning a livelihood, etc.
are the domain of males.
Over the years we can see that opportunities for both education and employment
are being increasingly made available for women. As a result, the roles of women
are changing. However, the value system remains the same. Therefore, women
may take up jobs but their household duties remain unchanged. This results in a
greater burden of work on the working woman.
In employment, women are discriminated against. All jobs are not open to them.
For example, though the employment of women as salaried workers has increased
they are mainly employed as school teachers (that too in primary schools) or as
office employees. In other jobs, such as factory work, the number of female
employees has decreased. In technical education, there is no legal discrimination
against women, but we find that there are very few women engineers. In
management institutes to the number of female students is very few.
These disparities occur mainly because we have, in keeping with our value system,
categorized certain types of employment as ‗manly‘ or masculine. Factory work,
engineering, flying planes, managing industries or offices are ‗manly‘ jobs.
Women are more suited to ‗feminine‘ jobs such as teaching children, working as
typists, receptionists, telephone operators, air hostesses, etc. Parents and elders
9

impress upon girls the type of jobs, which are suitable for Social Movements for
them. If a girl has an aptitude for engineering her parent may dissuade her to take it
up as a career and may impress on her to read home science instead. Therefore
even when there is no legal ban, the value system enforces women not to pursue
certain careers.
Moreover, if a woman‘s place is in the home, a single woman working in the city
and living alone is viewed as something unusual. Girls who go out to work or
study are looked down upon in many places. People feel that if women ed ucate
themselves and take up jobs they will neglect their traditional duties and they will
refuse to subordinate themselves to the menfolk. Independent- minded girls or
those who are bold enough to venture out of their homes are regarded as easy prey
to males. Such people are victims of eve-teasing.
An accumulation of all these factors has made women challenge the existing
values. This has resulted in the women‘s movement, which is also referred to as
the feminist movement. Women who have become conscious o f these prejudices
and evils in society are now collectively trying to redefine the value system. This
need has arisen because the traditional value system is causing strain to women
who want to think and act as independent beings. As such this movement is not
directed against males. It is only an assertion that a new value system based on
equality of all human beings should replace the existing value system
7.5.3 Revitalisation
We may quite often find that relative deprivation and structural strain are related to
each other. They together form the basis of a social movement. In the case of the
women‘s movement, relative deprivation is a cause of structural strain. Similarly,
an examination of social reform movements may reveal that both these causes
exist. However, we must keep in mind that social movements do not merely protest
movements. Though social movements express dissatisfaction and dissent against
the system, they may also offer a positive alternative. Indeed they may be started
for revitalizing the existing system which is undergoing structural strain.
Revitalization is therefore the third factor associated with the emergence of a social
movement.
This urge for revitalization can generate a movement, which promotes patriotism,
and national pride could be caused by youth movements, which encourage young
people to help and organise the oppressed, or the literacy movements are other
examples. These movements are started to solve a problem collectively. They do
not merely protest against what they define as wrong but also try to provide an
alternative.
7.5.4 Importance of Understanding the Origin
The three factors discussed above are not exclusive, in the sense that if one exists
the other two cannot. They are, as we have seen, interrelated. We may find that all
10

three can be found in most social movements. At the same time, we will find that
normally in any movement one of these predominates over the other two. In
examining the origins of a social movement we have to try to locate the one which
predominates. This is important for determining the shape of the movement. What
does the movement try to gain? Which interests does it represent? These are
important questions for sociologists or for anyone interested in studying changes in
society. After all, if features of social movements are similar how does one
distinguish one social movement from another? All social movements are not the
same. They represent or fight for different sections of the population. At times two
social movements may be contrary to one another. The pro-and anti-reservation
stirs are such instances. In some parts of Bihar, we find that the poor peasants are
organised under the Naxalite movement while the landlords have organised
themselves under the Bhoomi Sena Movement. Different caste groups or religious
communities organise social movements for revitalization but these may be
counterposed to each other. An analysis of the genesis of a social movement will
help us in understanding these issues
7.6 COMPONENTS OF SOCIAL MOVEMENT
Social movements have five main components: Objectives, ideology, programs,
leadership, and organisation. They are interdependent, influencing each other. As
discussed above emotional outcry of a group of people in the form of a crowd is
not a social movement. A social movement is related to social and political change.
So it has an immediate and long-term objective. The immediate objective may be
to resolve a particular issue or protest against the decision of the authority. But that
collective action does not end there. It takes up other issues and proceeds to a longterm objective of changing authority, power relationship, dominance, and political
system. For the long-term objective, the movement evolves strategy for action. It
gives priorities to certain programs over 14 others, and also focuses on a particular
direction, mobilizes certain groups. The path of action is closely related to or get
evolved with the notion of the desired social change. It involves a set of ideas,
propositions, and values that enable one to perceive in a particular manner social
reality. The set of ideas and ideals form ideology. The ideology is not necessarily
well-knit, nor always preconceived. In some cases, ideology directs the movement
and in other cases, ideology gets evolved and directs the movement. Leadership
plays important role in the articulation of ideology and evolving strategies for
action. Social movement involves the mobilisation of people who in course of the
process identify with the objective of the movement. They share values and begin
to share the perception of a common understanding of social reality. For their
mobilization and to sustain their participation, the leader(s) evolve different
programs. This also requires some kind of organisation. The organisation may be
loose or well- formed with a centralised or decentralised decision- making system
for launching programs. Neither of these components is a priori and static. They
evolve. Their nature and function vary from movement to movement. In some
movements, they are found in rudimentary form whereas in others they are fairly
well developed. These components of leadership, organisation, and also ideology
11

does get changed in the course of the movement. In some cases, even the
objectives change and move in a different direction than the earlier ones
7.7 APPROACHES OF SOCIAL MOVEMENT
We may define the approaches in different heads which are as under :
7.7.1Marxist Approach
Scholars following the Marxist approach to analyze various social movements and
those who are involved in social movements claiming to be Marxist are primarily
interested in bringing about a revolutionary change in society. According to the
Marxist approach, conflict is the central core of social movements. There are
different kinds of conflicts in society. Some conflicts are between individuals for
personal power, style of functioning, between the communities—social, ethnic,
religious, regional, etc. and other conflicts are around material interest and
domination of one over the others. The nature of the non-class conflict varies from
society to society and can be resolved through negotiations and institutional
mechanisms. Sometimes though not always such conflict is in a garb of ‗class
‘/economic conflict. That is, economic conflict of different classes belonging to
separate communities takes the form of ethnic conflict. Class conflict is located in
the economic structure of society, in-built in the production and distribution
system. It is around domination and subjugation between the classes. Those who
own means of production dominate the social and political system. In all forms of
class society, a specific form of production predominates, which influences other
forms of social relations. Ralph Miliband observes, ‖ Class domination can never
be purely ‗economic‘, or purely ‗cultural‘: it must always have a strong and
pervasive ‗political‘ content, not least because the law is a crystallized form which
politics assumes in providing the necessary sanction and legitimation of all forms
of domination. In this sense, ‗politics‘ sanctions what is ‗permitted‘, and therefore
‗permits‘ the relations between the members of different and conflicting classes,
inside and outside their ‗relation of production.‖
Those who own and control the means of production take away the surplus from
those who produce. They accumulate surplus for their end and expand and
perpetuate their control over society. The former may be a feudal lord in the feudal
system or industrial bourgeois in the capitalist system. Antagonistic interests
between the propertied and labour classes are inherent in a class-based society that
generates contradictions. The former use the coercive as well as persuasive po wer
of the state, and also other institutions, including religion, culture, education, mass
media, etc, to perpetuate their hegemony in society and to control the exploited
classes. The latter resist, protest and occasionally revolt or launch organised and
collective action against the dominance of the propertied classes. It is their effort to
bring about revolutionary political change by overthrowing the dominant classes in
power. In short, class struggle is the central driving force for resistance. Such
collective actions take the form of social movements.
12

Though to Marxists, structural causes of conflicting economic interests are central,
the number of Marxist scholars has begun to pay attention to ethnic, religious, and
other cultural factors. Some of them have begun to analyze the nature of the
consciousness of exploited classes. According to Marxist scholars, members of the
same class not only have common interests vis-a-vis other classes but also share a
common consciousness regarding their position in society that they share common
interests. This facilitates their collective action against the ruling classes and state.
They assert that the parliamentary democracy in a capitalist state protects the
interests of the haves and facilitates exploitation of the labour. Hence the conflict
between the haves and have- nots cannot be resolved through the institutional
mechanism. A.R. Desai argued in the 1960s that civil and democratic rights of the
underprivileged were increasingly violated in the capitalist system. The state failed
to provide basic human rights to the vast majority of the exploited classes. The
have- nots in rural areas were deprived of their livelihood natural resources of land,
forest, and water. People resist anti-people measures of the state and dominant
classes. Through various organised and unorganized struggles the poor demand for
the protection of their basic rights. He asserted, ―The parliamentary form of
government, as a political- institutional device, has proved to be inadequate to
continue or expand concrete democratic rights of the people. This form, either
operates as a shell within which the authority of capital perpetuates itself,
obstructing or reducing the opportunities for people to conscio usly participate in
the process of society, or is increasingly transforming itself into a dictatorship,
where capital sheds some of its democratic pretensions and rules by open, ruthless
dictatorial means. Public protests will continue till people have ended the rule of
capital in those countries where it persists. They will also continue against those
bureaucratic totalitarian political regimes where the rule of capital has ended, but
where due to certain peculiar historical circumstances Stalinist bureaucratic,
terrorist political regimes have emerged. The movements and protests of people
will continue till adequate political- institutional forms for the realisation and
exercise of concrete democratic rights are found (1965).‖
For Marxists, social movements are just not a protest and expression of grievances.
The exploited classes are not interested in reforming these or that institutions
though they do fight for incremental rights to strengthen their strength. For
instance working class fights for more wages, regulation of work, social security,
and also participation in management. Through this, they build up solidarity
among the workers and expand their struggles. Ultimately the y attempt to crack the
dominant political system so that in the process the struggles move in the direction
of revolutionary changes in the ownership of means of production and over
through the dominant state structure. The struggles of the oppressed are both
violent and non-violent depending upon the strength and means adopted by the
state and propertied classes for the oppression. They are not averse to the violent
path but it does not mean that they always follow the violent means. For them, the
means are not that important as the ends. They often highlight the violence and
oppression of the state and the dominant classes against the exploited classes. In
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such a situation the latter is left with no choice to counter the adversaries with the
same method.
There is a good deal of debate among Marxist scholars on theoretical and
methodological issues. Recently a group of Marxist historians, the ‗Subaltern
Studies‘ group, has begun to study ‗history from below. They criticize the
‗traditional‘ Marxist historians for ignoring the history of the masses as if the
‗subaltern‘ classes do not make history of their own, depending solely on the
advanced classes or the elite for organisation and guidance. It is argued that the
traditional Marxist scholars have undermined cultural factors and viewed a linear
development of class consciousness (Guha 1983). On the other hand, the Subaltern
Studies historians are strongly criticized by other Marxist scholars for ignoring
structural factors and viewing ‗consciousness‘ as independent of structural
contradictions. They are accused of being Hegelian ‗idealists‘.
7.7.2 Structural-Functional Approach
There is a great deal of variation amongst the non-Marxist scholars, in their
approach to the analysis of social movements. The ideological positions regarding
a need for social and/or political change, and the role of movements therein differ.
It is argued by several liberal scholars such as William Kornhauser, Robert Nisbet,
Edward Shils, and others that mass movements are the product of mass societies
that are extremist and anti-democratic. These scholars are in favour of excluding
the masses from day-to-day participation in politics, which hampers the efficient
functioning of the government. Some Indian scholars who approved of the
agitation for independence from foreign rule did not favour agitation by people in
the post-independence period. They condemned them outright as ‗dangerous‘ and
‗dysfunctional‘ for ‗civilized society. Though some other liberals do not favour a
revolutionary change in the political and economic structure, they advocate
‗political change‘ which is confined to change in government and political
institutions. A few are for ‗revolutionary‘ change but they differ from Marxist
scholars in-class analysis. They emphasise political institutions and culture. In
their analysis 18 of the movements, some do not inquire into social and economic
causes of conflict and collective struggles. Others differ in their emphasis on the
causes responsible for the movements. Some emphasize individual psychological
traits, some focus on elite power struggles and their manipulation, and some others
emphasize the importance of cultural rather than economic factors.
The scholars who adhere to the theory of political development consider that the
rising aspirations of the people are not adequately met by existing political
institutions which are rigid or incompetent. As the gap between the expectations of
the people and the performance of the system widens, ‗political instability and
disorder‘ lead to mass upsurge increases (Huntington 1968). Rajni Kothari argued
that ‗direct action‘ is inevitable in the context of India‘s present-day ‗parliamentary
democracy‘. ‗The general climate of frustration, the ineffectiveness of known
channels of communication, the alienation, and atomization of the individual, the
tendency towards regimentation and the continuous state of conflict (which may
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remain latent and suppressed for a time) between the rulers and the ruled—all
these make the ideal of self- government more and more remote and render
parliamentary government an unstable form of political organisation‘ (1960). =
It is also argued by some that public protests have a certain ‗functional utility even
in a parliamentary form of government. David Bayley (1962) observes that before
and after independence, a large number of the people felt that the institutional
means of redress for grievances, frustrations, and wrongs—actual or fancied—
were inadequate
7.7.3 Gandhian Approach
Mahatma Gandhi, the leader of India‘s freedom movement has a far-reaching
influence on social movements in India during his lifetime and in post-independent
India. Though Gandhi did not offer systematic analysis on the social system, it's
functioning, and causes of conflict, he was a critic of ‗modernity as developed in
the West under the industrial revolution. He was against the capitalist economic
system. And, he had a deep concern for the poor – poorest of the poor. Conflict in
society, according to him is not because of conflicting economic and social
interests among the communities/classes. It is because of different ‗understanding‘
of interests and society; different moral and ethical values on good and evil; or
prejudices against each other. During his lifetime he led struggles not only against
British rule but also racial discrimination in South Africa, against untouchability,
and ‗discrimination against women.
―Purity of means‖ in social struggles and resolving conflict is the central concern
of Gandhian ideology. According to Gandhi, the means are as important as the
ends in resolving conflict. For that, he strongly advocated ahinsa i.e. non-violence.
The violence he believed, was not only wrong, it was a mistake. It could never
really end injustice because it inflamed the prejudice and fear that fed oppression.
For Gandhi, unjust means would never produce a just outcome. ―The means may
be likened to a seed, the end to a tree,‖ he wrote in 1909, ―and there is just the
same inviolable connection between the means and the end as there is between the
seed and the tree... We reap exactly as we sow.‖
Gandhians advocate a need for resistance of those who are the victims and suffer
against injustice. The method of resistance was satyagraha i.e Satya (truth) and
agraha (instance, holding firmly). Bondurant (1988) has called this approach the
―Gandhian dialectic.‖ Satyagraha was a dialectical process where non- violent
action (antithesis) engages existing structures of power (thesis) in a truth-seeking
struggle leading to a more just and truthful relationship (synthesis).
In this technique, the victims oppose unjust law and also the act of the oppressor/
foreign ruler/landlord/upper caste. They even break the ‗unjust‘ law and in
consequence suffer punishment imposed on them by the authority. Such peaceful
resistance, Gandhi believed, would open the eyes of oppressors and weaken the
hostility behind repression; rather than adversaries being bullied to capitulate, they
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would be obliged to see what was right, and that would make them change their
minds and actions. But satyagraha soon took on a larger dimension, one that was
less a function of its spiritual provenance than its feasibility. Gandhi recognised
that there were limits to the exemplary value of personal sacrifice: even the most
committed resisters could absorb only so much suffering, and the pride and
prejudices typical of entrenched regimes could not be dissolved quickly. If
satyagraha was to become a practical political tool, Gandhi realized, it had to bring
pressure to bear on its opponents. ―I do not believe in making appeals,‖ he
emphasised on the moral force of the opponents.
The potential of satyagraha to change an opponent‘s position, Gandhi believed,
came from the dependence of rulers on the cooperation of those who had the
choice to obey or resist. While he continued to argue that satyagraha could reveal
the truth to opponents and win them over, he often spoke of it in military terms and
planned actions that were intended not so much to convert adversaries but to
jeopardize their interests if they did not yield. In this way, he made satyagraha ‗a
realistic alternative‘ for those more interested in what could produce change than
in what conscience could justify.
The method of satyagraha is often called ―passive resistance‖. But Gandhi made
the distinction between the two. In 1920, he argued that they were not
synonymous. Passive resistance is generally practised by the weak and nonviolence is not their credo. Sometimes it has narrow self- interest which fails to
reach out to the opponent. But it is no so in satyagraha, ―…. passive resistance
does not necessarily involve complete adherence to truth under every
circumstance. Therefore it is different from satyagraha in three essentials:
Satyagraha is a weapon of the strong; it admits of no violence under any
circumstance whatever, and it ever insists upon truth.‖
David Hardiman calls Gandhi‘s method ―dialogical resistance.‖ For Gandhi, the
adversary was not an enemy. ―It is a breach of satyagraha to wish ill to an
opponent or to say a harsh word to him or of him to harm him.‖ He believed in
changing the heart and reasoning of the enemy through persuasion and dialogue.
But he did not rule other methods to build pressure on the opponents. ―He knew
that in many cases, reason by itself would not win an argument. This was where
self- inflicted suffering, such as fasting, could be important…additional political
pressure was often needed, entailing mass demonstrations, non-co-operation, tax
refusal, hartals, and like.
‖ Wehr (1979) has termed Gandhi‘s approach to conflict as a self- limiting one.
Gandhi was challenging several political and social conditions in British India,
most notably colonial rule, caste and religious discrimination, and exploitation of
workers and peasants. He had to confront these ―opponents‖ but he had to do so
without unleashing the enormous potential for violent upheaval existing in India of
that time. His moral and political philosophies found practical form in methods he
used to inhibit runaway responses. To prevent the proliferation of issues, for
example, Gandhi was careful to focus each satyagraha campaign on a single, clear
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issue around which agreement might be reached. This helped to keep the conflict
within bounds. His practice of maintaining good personal relations with his
opponents during a campaign prevented the shift from disagreement over an issue
to personal antagonism. His policy of complete openness in both interpersonal and
media communication reduced the threat and suspicion that secrecy and
unpredictability introduce into a conflict.
7.8 SUMMARY
In this unit, we looked at an important component of collective behaviour and
social change in India, namely social movements. We began the unit by pointing
out the link between social change and social movements. We said social
movements are one of the internal forces, which contribute to change in society.
We then moved on to describe the nature of social movements. We first defined a
social movement as a collective attempt to promote or resist change. We
elaborated the definition with the help of examples. We then moved on to types of
social movements. Here we talked of migratory, reformative, revolutionary, and
reactionary movements. We then stated the functions of a social movement namely
mobilisation, pressurization, and clarification of collective consciousness. In our
discussion of the origins of social movements, we focused on three factors
associated with the emergence of social movements. The three factors are relative
deprivation, structural strain, and revitalisation. In the section on origins, we also
stated why it is important to understand the origins. We said that examining origins
helps us to locate which factors predominate and shows us how a movement takes
a particular shape. We then moved on to discuss the role of ideology and
leadership in stimulating as well as sustaining a movement. Finally, we stated the
stages through which a social movement is seen to generally pass.
7.9 EXERCISE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What is the meaning of social movement?
What does social movement link with social change?
What are the components of a social movement?
What is the Marxist approach to studying the social movement?
What is the difference between Marxist and Gandhian approaches?
Discuss the origin of a social movement.
Discuss the various approaches of a social movement.
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NEW SOCIAL MOVEMENT
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8.3 New Movements: The Background
8.4 New Social Movement: concept and feature
8.5 Distinguishing old from the new
8.6 New Social Movement and Quest for New Identity
8.7 Autonomy of New Identity
8.8 New Social Movement and Resistance against Domination
8.9 Summary
8.10 Exercise
8.11 Reference
8.1 OBJECTIVE
After reading this unit you will be able to understand:





The concepts and features of the New Social Movement
The difference between new and old social movements.
The role of a new social movement in the search for a new identity.
The New social movement for resistance against domination.

8.2 INTRODUCTION
Since the middle of the last century ‗social movements has moved from
noninstitutionalized margins of society to its very core‘. The manifestation of new
forms of organised collective actions since the 1950s has added several new
dimensions to the issues of social movement. In this context, this unit will examine
the social background of the emergence of new social movements. There are
several new features of these movements. We have discussed these features at
length in this unit. We have also tried to distinguish the new from the old social
movements. The validity of these distinctions is also critically examined. The
issues of new identity and autonomy of new social movements have been
highlighted by several scholars. These issues are also examined in this unit.
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8.3 NEW MOVEMENTS: THE BACKGROUND
Since last five decades, especially after the proliferation of the Black Civil Rights
Movement in the West in the 1950s and 1960s, students movements in the 1960s
and 1970s, Women‘s Movement, anti- nuclear protests, gay rights, animal rights,
minority nationalism, etc. ethnic movements in 1970s and thereafter, social
movements have emerged to be an area of special attention. There have been
sincere efforts by social scientists to redefine social movements from a critical and
cognitive perspective. In this effort, the prevalent schemes of analysis were
questioned and many of the elements were identified in this social movement and
at times several marginal issues were emphasized in a new context. The emergence
of new forms of collective action especially in Western Europe and North America
posed serious challenges to the social movement theorists to conceptualize this
phenomenon in terms of the prevailing discourse on social movement studies.
Till the 1950s the worker's movements, peasants and tribal movements, at times
caste, race, or linguistic and ethnic movements or other varieties of collective
mobilisations are mostly explained within the Marxian framework of class struggle
and the functionalist framework of malfunctioning of the soc ial order. It was
however realized in the backdrop of the proliferation of these movements that
these perspectives of studying social movements were deterministic. Within these
conventions, social movements were analyzed mostly in terms of ideological and
organizational orientations. The Marxist scholars highlighted the class ideology of
collective mobilization. It emphasized the role ideology that provided the
legitimacy to such mobilizations. It focused on the unequal access to and control
over the means of production between the two antagonistic classes that led to
conflict in the society. In the functional analysis on the other, the organizational
aspect of social movement is articulated. For the Functionalist social movements
were sources of potential disruption to an organisation. Organized collective
actions are viewed as a dysfunctional aspect of society. Here only by assigning a
marginal position to social movement ‗the integrity of the functional theoretical
system was ensured. On the other hand, though the Marxist analysis is concerned
with social transformation, this has identified the ‗classes‘ to be the sole agents of
social transformation. Non-class movements are viewed critically, and sometimes
with contempt or hostility (Scott, A. 1990: 2).
Significantly both Marxism and Functionalism provided single-order explanations
of the social movement. However, the proliferation of these social movements in
the 50s and 60s asked for a new perspective for analysis as there were new
orientations. Most of the old movements are oriented to achieve in some form or
the other materialistic goal. The new social movements on the other, are oriented
to be non-materialistic, resort to plural, multiple and wide varieties of collective
mobilisation, highlight the issues which cut across the boundaries of state, class,
societies, culture, and the nation. We shall be discussing these aspects of social
movements in great detail in the next section.
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8.4 NEW SOCIAL MOVEMENT: CONCEPTS AND FEATURE
It was indeed difficult to conceptualize the essence of all new forms of collective
action within the paradigm of ideology or the rationally organised interest group.
The practices of these new forms of collective actions social movements are
essentially non-violent, pragmatic, non- integrated, non-hierarchical, noncoercive,
cross-class, cross-ideology, cross-age in their constituencies (Hegedus, 1990: 63).
Larana, Johnston, and Guesfield (1994) suggest that the analysis of new social
movements be advanced cross-culturally and by contrasting them with the classbased movements of the past. They suggest the following characteristic features of
the new social movement:
a. There is no clear structural role of the participants of the new social
movement as, very often than not, they have diffuse social status as a
youth, student, women, minority, professional groups, etc.
b. Ideologically these movements posited in sharp contrast to the Marxian
concept of an ideology of the working-class movement. It is difficult to
characterize new social movements as conservative or liberal, right or left,
capitalist or socialist. These movements exhibit plural ideas and values.
c. Mobilizations are linked to issues of symbolic and cultural identities than to
economic issues.
d. Action within these movements is a complex mix of the collective and
individual confirmation of identity. Indeed the relationship between the
individual and the collective is blurred in these movements.
e. These movements involve personal and intimate aspects of human life, e.g.
eating, dressing enjoying, loving, etc habits and patterns.
f. Non-violence and civil disobedience etc. are the dominant patterns of
collective mobilisation to challenge the dominant norms of conduct.
g. The proliferation of these movements is caused by the credit crisis of the
conventional channels for political participation.
h. The new social movements are segmented diffused and decentralized (Ibid.
:6-15).
Alan Scott identified the following prominent characteristics of these movements:
a) These movements are primarily social and are more concerned with the
cultural sphere and mobilization of civil society on socio-cultural issues,
than with the political issues like the seizure of power.
b) These movements are to be located within civil society and these are little
concerned to challenge the state directly. These movements rather defend
the civil societies against encroachment from increasingly technocratic
state or from ‗inner colonialization by society‘s technocratic sub-structure.
c) These social movements attempt to bring about change through changing
values and developing alternative lifestyles. These social movements are
concerned with cultural innovations and the creation of new lifestyles.
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These also pose a challenge to traditional values. ‗The focus on symbols and
identities is viewed as the source of new social movement‘s significance. The new
social movements bring about changes by challenging the values and identities of
the social actors rather than by more conventional and direct political actions. The
processes of transformation of values, personal identities, and symbols can be
achieved through the creation of alternative life-style and the discursive
reformation of individual and collective wills. The main characteristics of new
social movements organization are summarized by Scott as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

locally based or centred on small groups
organised around a specific, often local, and single issue
the cycle of movement activity and mobilization; i.e. vacillation between
periods of high and low activity,
often loose systems of authority, v) shifting membership, vi) ‗common
social critique‘ as the ideological frame of reference (Scott, 1990: 18).

8.5 DISTINGUISHING OLD FROM THE NEW
However, it is problematic to use an organiSational form as a criterion to
distinguish new social movements from old ones. First, there is a continuum from
loose to tight organization. and, because there may be progress within the
movements towards the more formal and hierarchical end of this continuum over
some time. To Scott (1990), there are important continuities between the new and
older social movements. ‗Thus the claim the new movements needs to be
understood in a way which is qualitatively different from traditional approaches
can not be sustained on empirical grounds alone. It is rather through the underlying
social changes the distinctiveness be identified (Ibid: 35). Irrespective of the
distinction between the old and the new social movements we may identify the
crucial roles played by social movements to develop a critic of the society. In the
process of globalisation when the state is emerging to be more and more
technocratic and all-powerful the voices and views of the individual citizen against
the discontent of various forms remain mostly unheard. Again in the countries
where the state represents the dominant section of the population, and the state
machinery is involved in the corrupt practices, the access of the mar ginalized
people even to the minimum need of the life remained unrealized. Social
movements provide a framework to develop a critic of society. It brings the
institutional arrangements of the society under scrutiny. The organising
mechanisms, collective activism, and the leadership of social movement provide
the required space not only to develop a critic of the society but also for
transformative politics within the given structure. It also provides the space for the
emergence of a plural social structure with representative civil bodies to function
as a watchdog in a liberal democracy. Through this critic, social movement
produces a new collective identity. Eyerman and Jamison (1991) have tried to
define social movements as processes in the formation by which individuals create
a new kind of social identity. To them, all social life can be seen as a combination
of action and construction whose meaning is derived from the context and the
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understanding of the actors derive from it. They emphasize the creative role of
consciousness and cognition in human action, what they call the cognitive praxis,
which transforms groups of an individual into a social movement. Thus the
cognitive praxis gives social movement particular meaning and consciousness
8.6 NEW SOCIAL MOVEMENT AND QUEST FOR NEW IDENTITY
In the last unit, we have mentioned the significance of the process of identity
formation in a social movement, which has always played crucial roles to provide
a sense of ‗togetherness, ‗we‘ feeling, and a sense of ‗belonging to a group in all
the critical stages progression of the movement. It not only develops linkages
among the members of a group but also establishes linkages with the wider social
processes. The process of collective identity formation not only redefines old
identities but also generates new identities with a new perspective(s). In recent
decades in the efforts to identify ‗newness‘ in emerging social movements of the
1960s and thereafter, there has also been a genuine to have a fresh look on the
issue of identity in social movements.
In the structural- functional analysis of the society, empirical categories (e.g. tribe,
caste, race, aged, etc) have got a place of prominence while describing collective
identities of these categories. In the Marxian ana lysis, on the other hand, the
economic position has got a place of prominence in defining collectivities as
‗class‘. In this paradigm, social identity has been reduced to class identity, which
undergoes a process of formation/ transformation from ‗class in itself‘ to ‗class for
itself. We shall highlight this formation/transformation a little later. However,
since the late 1960s and onward, especially after the proliferation of the students,
Green Peace, Black Civil Rights, women‘s, etc movements in the United States
and Western Europe efforts are made to comprehend and analyze the emerging
processes of new collective identity formation in these social movements and the
guiding principles towards these formations. It has been widely realized that it is
not merely the empirical and the economic class position, but rather the issue of
values, culture, subjectivity, morality, empowerment, etc played crucial roles
towards the formation of new collective identities in these movements. For
example, after studying students‘ movements in Europe and America, Bertaux
(1990) adds the view that ―subjectivity‖ and ―idealism‖ are essential elements of
social movement and must be taken seriously. To quote him: subjectivity is central
to an understanding of action and especially in the context of social movements,
where the action is not just norm abiding behaviour, but innovative and risky. Such
concepts as ‗attitudes‘ or ‗values‘ denote only one fraction of the personality while
subjectivity refers to the subject in its totality.‖ Indeed, Bertaux talks about the
collective subjectivity: ―it concerns with the drastic change in the fabric of social
life that takes place when a new movement is born.‖ Regarding idealism, citing an
example from the first developing western societies, he observes that people who
started social movements ―were moved by strong moral feelings by idealism,
rather than by a drive towards self- interest‖ (1990:153).
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Social movements help generate a sense of collective identity and new ideas that
recognize the reality itself. This reality is indeed context, culture, historicity, and
group-specific. Melucci has emphasized collective identity formation ―which is an
achieved definition of a situation, constructed and negotiated through the
constitution of social networks which then connect the members of a group or
movement through collective action to provide distinctive meaning to collective
action. To him, what holds an individual together as a ‗we can never be completely
translated into the logic of means-ends calculation or political rationality, but
always carries with it margins of non- negotiability in the reasons for ways of
acting together (Melucci 1992). To him, social movements grow around the
relationship of new social identities that are voluntarily conceived ―to empower‖
members in defence of this identity (1992, 1996). Eyerman and Jamison (1991)
assert that ‗by articulating consciousness, the social movement provides public
spaces for generating new thoughts, activating new actors, generating new ideas.
Thus by producing new knowledge, by reflecting on their own cognitive identity,
by saying what they stand for, by challenging the dominant assumptions of the
social order, social movements develop new ideas that are fundamental to the
process of human creativity. Thus social movements develop worldviews that
restructure cognition, that re-cognize reality itself. The cognitive praxis of social
movements is an important source of new social images and the transformation of
societal identities (1991: 161-166). Hegedus (1990) asserts that social movements
involve actions for ‗doing‘. ‗The involvement in action is a matter of conscience
and emotion, of responsibility and intention, of reflection and (com) pass ion, it is
moral, global and individual (1990: 266). Thus social movements are framed based
on a collective identity of various groups viz., women, environmentalists, students,
peasants, workers, etc. who are organised based on common identity and interests.
To Allan Scott (1991), in a social movement, the actor‘s collective identity is
linked to their understanding of their social situation. To him, a social movement is
a collective actor constituted by individuals who understand themselves to have a
common interest, and at least some significant part of their social existence, a
common identity (1991: 6)
Transformation of Identity
Social movements not only help to generate new collective identity they also
provide a broad field for the transformation of social identity [e.g. transforming
Serie into groups en fusion, (Sartre 1960), ‗class- in- itself‘ to ‗class-for-itself‘,
(Marx 1974), etc.]. Sartre calls serie the normal state of crowds; that is, a series of
atomized individuals, each one is seen as isolated in his or her inner world going
his or her own way and not caring about the other‘s ways. What Sartre is pointing
out, however, is that, whenever and wherever this figure is actually doing or even
walking in the street, it has a silent companion: ‗social control‘. ―The public space
is wholly under the control of the established power. Every individual, whatever
she or he thinks of the manifest public discourse ‗All is well and its latent content
‗Noting can be changed‘, whether he or she accepts the rule of this power or
rejects it, does so secretly, thus behaving as if accepting it. Therefore each one,
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looking at all the others who work, complies, and keep quiet, thinks they are alone
in secretly rejecting this social order. When, however, frustration mounts in each
person individually, it takes only a small event to trigger an instantaneous and
massive change of state, from series to group fusion. As soon as each person in a
serialized mass realizes that some others contest the established power, as he or
she takes one step forward to openly express support, a chain reaction spreads
through the atomized series and transforms it into a fluid group (Sartre's group en
fusion) which instantly moves from the status of the subordinated passive object to
that of a subject capable of action.‖ (cf. Bertaux. 1990: 155-156). Indeed, new
social movements provide the required platform for such transformation.
In the Marxian analysis transformation in the collective identity has been viewed
as a transformation of the class identities from that of ‗class- in ‗itself‘ to ‗class- foritself‘. In this analogy, however, the transformation of societal identity is viewed in
terms of the transformation of class identities only.
It is important that in the context of the transformation of a social movement new
identities do emerge from within the old ones. For example in the process of
sustained mobilisation of the peasantry in West Bengal and Andhra Pradesh new
identities have emerged in these peasant societies in the form of gender, ethnicity,
and caste identities. We shall be discussing this issue in the last section of this unit.
8.7 AUTONOM Y OF NEW IDENTITY
Can a new identity as formed out of collective action be autonomous of the
ideology and organisation of the movement? Scholars have identified new social
movement‘s ideology with freedom and life. In this context the notion of
autonomy is crucial. There are several dimensions to this issue.
1. Personal autonomy: ‗Psycho-social practices, such as consciousness arising
within the women‘s movement, have had at least one of their aims - the
liberation of individual women from personal and ideological barriers to
personal freedom through the reconstruction of their life histories and by
making them aware of personal oppressions, while at the same time
stressing their potential power as women‘.
2. Extension of Personal and Group Autonomy: ‗The narrowly defined
political aims of these movements are comprehended as an extension of
personal and group autonomy by challenging several restrictions on
freedom‘. Thus the arguments for free abortions on demand can be viewed
as a way of increasing a women‘s freedom to make choices concerning her
own body, of removal or gender or racial discrimination at work as
extending of range of individual or collective freedom enjoyed by group
members‘
3. Autonomy struggle: The autonomy struggle of the new social movements
demands that the representatives of these movements be allowed to fight
their own ―without interference from other moveme nts and without
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subordinating their demands to other external priorities‘. These aspects of
autonomy are closely linked (Scott, 1990:18-20).
However, any attempt to conceptualize new social movements exclusively in terms
of autonomy may be confusing. The distinction between personal and political is
not very clear. The issue of personal autonomy, freedom, etc. is political‖ (Scott,
90: 23). The assumption that new social movement is autonomous of political
interference and is essentially concerned with cultural issues is also not valid.
Many of the new social movements are concerned with the political questions, for
example, ‗citizens‘ rights; representations, civil rights movements. All these are
oriented towards political and legal institutions. Thus the issue of autonomy is to
be circumscribed specifically in the context of the social movement under study.
8.8

NEW SOCIAL MOVEMENT
DOMINATION

AND

RESISTANCE

AGAINST

Actors in subordinate positions are never wholly dependent and are often very
adept at converting whatsoever resources they possess into some degree of control
over the conditions of reproduction of the system (Giddens (1982). Thus
‗compliance of the subordinate within the power relations may be explained not by
lack of resistance, but by the absence of the means to implement such resistance‘
(Mann 1985). The structure of the domination thus is not free from contestation.
There have been resistance and struggle in various forms against this domination.
To J.C. Scott even in the large-scale structures of domination, the subordinates
have a fairly extensive social existence outside the immediate control of the
dominant. It is in such settings that a shared critique of domination develops by
way of ‗creating a ‗hidden transcript‘ that represents a critique of power as spoken
behind the back of the dominant.‘ He suggests that rumo urs, gossip, folktales,
songs, gestures, jokes, and the theatre of the powerless function as a mechanism to
indirectly develop a critique of power (1990: viii). Let us examine the ways, new
collective identities have emerged in India as a language of resistance against
domination.
New Collective Identities: Identity is a social construction. ‗It is a continually
shifting description of ourselves‘ (Hall 1990). Identities are emerged based on the
probability of choice, a plurality of options, and reasons. And to ‗deny plurality,
choice, and reasoning in identity can be a source of repression‘ (Sen 1999: 22).
Identities are self-cognition tied to roles, through roles, to positions in organized
social relationships. That a given identity can be invoked in a variety of situations
or it ‗can be defined as a differential probability.‘ Here ‗ we may reflect on the
multiple identities of the contemporary subject, that is the weaving of the patterns
of identity from the discourses of class, race, nation gender, etc.(Stryker 1990:873–
74). The construction of identity also involves the social production of boundaries
reflecting the process of inclusion and exclusion (Cerutti 2001). As collective
identity is a matter of social construction, it gets reconstructed in multiple ways in
the process of transformation of social movements. Social movements not only
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help generate a new collective identity but also provide a broad field for the
transformation of this identity.
Sustained grassroots mobilizations have paved the way for the articulation and
rejuvenation of gender, caste, farmer, citizen, and ethnic, etc identities. In West
Bengal peasants have been part of the Kamtapuri Movement as in North Bengal,
and limited NGO activism and in Andhra Pradesh the anti- Arrack (prohibition)
movement, Maadigaa and Thudum Debba, Telangana statehood movement civil
liberties, farmers, etc movements.
The Kamtapur movement for regional, cultural, ethnic autonomy o f the Rajbanshi
(a Scheduled caste) has started gaining ground in north Bengal with the demand of
a separate state comprising the six districts of Cooch Behar, Jalpaiguri, Darjeeling,
North Dinajpur, South Dinajpur, and Malda. To initiate this movement, a regional
party by the name of Uttarakhand Dal was formed in 1980. Now, this movement
has got momentum under the leadership of the Kamtapur People‘s Party (KPP).
Through this movement, the Rajbanshis are putting up resistance against the
gradual erosion of their cultural and linguistic identity, and their economic
marginalization in society. They allege that North Bengal has been economically
neglected and politically dominated by the Kolkata-centered state administration of
West Bengal. This movement has taken a new turn with the formation of an
extremist group called the Kamtapuri Liberation Organisation (KLO) which has
initiated a frontal attack on the Left activists in various parts of North Bengal. A
section of the Rajbanshis, who are now growing more and more identity conscious
in terms of history, language, traditional social structure, occupation, and land
rights has become part of this movement. Unemployed educated youth and school
dropouts are more open in expressing their adherence to this movement than
others. A young man from Naxalbari (who preferred to remain unidentified in the
wake of police action against KLO activists), says:
―We are deprived of all opportunities in our land. The outsiders own the tea
gardens. All government services are taken away and manned by the Bhatia (
Bengali migrants from another part of the state). … Marwaris and Punjabis who
look down upon us, own all the businesses. They laugh at our language, our food
habits, and our dress. We have to speak in their language in our land…….‖.
Though the separate Telangana statehood movement in the Telangana region of
Andhra Pradesh has a long history, it has got momentum in recent years with the
formation of the Telangana Rashtriya Samithi (TRS) and its electoral success in
the last election. Several issues have been raised about Andhra's domination over
the Telangana region in economic, cultural, and political terms. Most important
among these has been that of the exploitation of the natural resources of Telangana
for the benefits of the other parts of the state, the appointment of more and more
Andhra-speaking people in the government jobs in the Telangana region, and
persisting agricultural backwardness, poverty, unemployment, illiteracy, etc., of
the people of Telangana. The economic miseries of Telangana are explained in
terms of Andhra's domination over Telangana. ‗The wholesale exploitation of the
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resources of Telangana for the benefit of the Andhra region is accompanied by
attacks on the way of life of the Telangana people. …The Andhra rulers are never
tired of saying that the people of Telangana are uncultured. Thus the suicidal
attempt to subjugate Telangana permanently continues‘ (Jadhav 1997).
Again Maadigaa Reservation Porata Samithi movement of the Scheduled Castes
and Thudum Debba movement of the Scheduled Tribes are demanding
recategorization of each of the Scheduled castes and tribes of Andhra Pradesh into
A, B, C, and D categories based on their levels of economic, educational and
political advancement to get benefits of reservation. Again there have been the
cotton growers‘ and anti-suicide movements of the farmers in the Telangana
region. The anti-arrack movement led by peasant women has had a strong impact
all over Andhra Pradesh. Poor peasants have been part of most of these
movements. For example, Rajeeramma, the female sarpanch of Malla Reddy Palle,
was associated with the anti-arrack movement. She is also a strong advocate of the
Maadigaa reservation movement, and a participant in the cotton growers and antisuicide movements. She is also part of the separate Telangana state movement. She
says, ‗the life of a peasant woman in Telangana is full of struggle and we are all
part of the struggle in Telangana‘.
The Left political parties have tried both ideologically and strategically to inculcate
the ‗class for itself‘ identity of the peasantry. However, over the years, in the
process of ideological modification and strategic class alliance with the landed
gentry for electoral politics, the basis of class-based politics has widely eroded
among the peasantry (Bhattacharyya 1999). Again as the class identity has not
looked many of the micro issues. Thus in alongside the old actors of the class,
groups, political parties, and the state with all its instruments, new actors have
emerged in the form of caste, gender, ethnicity, and religion (Webster 1999).
Autonomy of Identity: The process of transformation peasant movements from
radicalization to institutionalization has exhibited a trend of transition from the socalled ‗old‘ to ‗new‘ social movements. It has been highlighted that new social
movements do not bear a clear relation to the structural role of the participants, that
their social base transcends class structures, that they exhibit plural ideas and
values, that their ideological characteristics stand in sharp contrast to the Marxist
concept of ideology as a unifying and totalizing element for collective action, and
that they involve the emergence of new collective identities. ‗These characteristics
of the new social movements however are not independent of their links with the
past. Nor is there any absence of continuity with the old, although that varies with
each movement … Even movements with old histories have emerged in new forms
with more diffuse goals and different modes of mobilization and conversion. It is
both the newness of expression and extension as well as the magnitude and
saliency of such movements that constitute the basis for revised frameworks of
understanding‘ (Larana, Johnston and Guesfield 1984: 8–9).
The social agenda of the new social movements are ‗based on local movements
with multiple identities located in civil society, stressing new ways of social
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communication (solidarity and mutual understanding) and a new harmonic
relationship with nature (Schuurman 1993: 189). In the context of West Bengal
and Andhra Pradesh, it is observed that the old mass movements that advocated the
emancipatory projects for the proletariat through the seizure of political power
have given birth to various local movements of multiple identities in the process of
transformation of these movements and sustenance of these mobilizations. These
have started exhibiting a plurality of ideas, values, ideological orientations, and
collective action. The process of formation of new collective identities frequently
and explicitly transcends the pre-defined process of class identity formation as
most of the new collective identities, namely, gender, caste, region, and ethnicity,
are autonomous of the given aims and objectives of the movement of the Left
parties.
It would however be problematic to describe the autonomy of the evolved patterns
of identity in terms of the new social movements alone, as the substantive issues
involved in mobilization do not purely belong to the cultural domain alone. There
are several political and economic issues involved in these mobilizations rather.
Through their everyday experiences of struggle and prolonged participation in
collective action, the peasantry has been trained to defend their identity and to
articulate the strategy of their resistance against domination. These everyday life
experiences of resistance form the basis of the praxis of peasantry against
domination whereby they have also got choices to express their resistance against
domination.
In the context of new social movements, the notion of autonomy has been used as
the expression of personal autonomy, an extension of personal and group
autonomy, and as an expression of autonomy struggle whereby social movements
are allowed to grow without interference from the outside (Scott. 1990). Subaltern
studies have, on the other hand, visualized the autonomy of the peasant struggle in
terms of their localized manifestations. Ranajit Guha argues that during the
colonial period, subaltern constituted an autonomous domain with a wide variety
of generally autonomous modes of thought and action expressed through
rebellions, riots, and popular movements. To him ‗rebellion was not, therefore,
merely some automatic reflex action to an external economic or political stimulus;
it was ‗peasant praxis‘, the expression through peasant action of the collective
consciousness of the peasantry (Guha 1983). According to Sumit Sarkar, the
spontaneous unrest like the looting of hats, tribal movements, Kisan movements,
and so on often tended to remain autonomous, scattered, and remained mostly
outside the ambit of the mainstream nationalist movement in colonial India. He
also points out that the poor man typically outmatches his oppressor not through
any kind of joint action but an individual battle of wits and often at a great cost to
himself (Sarkar 1985: 51– 62). Partha Chatterjee is of the view that the ‗dominant
groups, in their exercise of domination do not consume or destroy the dominated
classes for there would be no relation of power and hence no domination. Without
their autonomy, the subalterns would have no identity of their own (Chatterjee
1998: 166).
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The new identities as having been evolved and constructed in the peasant societies
of Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal are in their ways autonomous of the
organizational, ideological, and pre-defined boundaries of collectivities as
propagated in the class discourse. However these multiple identities of caste,
gender, region, ethnicity, etc., have defined boundaries of inclusion and
exclusion—and also at times use the organizational linkages and ideologies of
wider society as guiding principles for their actions. For example, the ethnic
movements in north Bengal and the Telangana region, the Scheduled Caste and
Scheduled Tribes reservation movements, civil liberties women‘s groups, etc have
formed their organizations at the regional and the state level. Likewise, is the
process of formation of NGOs, which is linked with the emerging social
development discourse of ‗development with empowerment‘. The self-assertion of,
say, a scheduled caste labourer, and a tribal woman are also linked to the
resurgence of the Dalit and women‘s movements at the grassroots.
But all these identities, and linkages of these identities to the wider world, are not
sudden manifestations. Nor are they imposed from outside by the intervention of
outside agencies. Rather, the peasantry has articulated their issues through their
everyday experiences, and the new identities are formed from within in the process
of responding to the emerging challenges they regularly face. Sustained
mobilizations have made the peasantry aware of the various bases of their
oppression and subordination in society, be it caste, class, ethnicity, regionalism,
gender, etc. Hence they are to articulate accordingly the art of their resistance both
individually and collectively; if needed by reconstructing parallel, and at times
alternative, identities. Here linkages with outside agencies come at a later stage
through increasing interactivity with the larger world around. Pulla Ravindran) a
scheduled caste leader from Warangal in Andhra Pradesh, recollects his
experience:
We have been oppressed and exploited in various ways. At times we are exploited
as the Maadigaa scheduled caste. Our women are exploited as women, labourers,
and as scheduled caste members. We are also exploited and discriminated against
as Telanganites … As we have been aware of the various situations of our
oppression, we resist it in all possible ways. Our oppression however does not end.
If we resist from one direction, it appears from the other. We try to resist
oppression from all possible directions now.
Despite the transformation of the peasant movements from the phase of
radicalization to institutionalization and sustenance of the mobilizations, the
peasantry continues to be marginalized. Though their identity has been
reconstructed over the years, the elements of marginality—both in the socioeconomic and the political sense—remain attached to them. The issue of livelihood
security is of crucial significance to the peasantry. They tend to use the available
channels of political mobilization and activism to ensure the ir daily livelihood.
They are to compromise at times with the structure of domination for their
livelihood security. In this context, their participation in routinized collective
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mobilization, even if it contributes to their domination, is a matter of their rational
calculation.
Indeed, through sustained mobilization, peasants have been able to carve out a
space for the articulation of their interests and the formation of new identities that
look for liberation from the coercive bases of dependency and domination.
Through these identities, they try to gain legitimacy of their praxis against
domination.
8.9 SUMMARY
In this unit, we have discussed the socio-political background of the emergence of
new social movements in the West. Scholars have identified several new features
of this social phenomenon. We have briefly highlighted these features. The
distinguishing features between the new and the old social movement are also
discussed here. Formation of new collective identity and autonomy of these
identities have been subjects of critical query in the social movement studies.
These issues have also been discussed here. In the last section, we have discussed
the process of the emergence of new collective identities with the transformation
of social movements. Here articulation of language of resistance against
domination as emerged within new social movements her also been discussed.
8.10 EXERCISE
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is a new social movement?
How does new social movement distinguish from social movement?
Discuss the role of new social movements to search of a new identity.
Analyses the new social movement in the context of resistance against
domination.
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UNIT-9

WOMEN’S MOVEMENT

Structure
9.1 Objective
9.2 Introduction
9.3 Women‘s Movement as Social Movement
9.4 Dimensions of Indian Women‘s Movement
9.5 Issues for women‘s Public Movement in India
9.5.1 Women in the reformist Movement in 19th century
9.5.2 Social Commitments of Women and the Nationalist Movement
9.5.3 Women‘s organizations and mobilizations
9.6 Social Concerns of Women's Movement in Independent India
9.6.1 Women in Peasant Uprising
9.6.2 Protest against Social Evils/Issues
9.6.3 Protesting Violence against Women
9.6.4 Raising Voice on Ecology and Environment Issues
9.7 The emerging Trend and Government Response
9.8 Summary
9.9 Exercise
9.10 Reference
9.1 OBJECTIVE
After reading this unit you will be able to understand:





The structure of the women‘s movement in India
The historical antecedent that led to women mobilization in India
The issue for women‘s mobilization in colonial India
The social concern of the women‘s movement in independent India
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9.2 INTRODUCTION
Although organized women‘s mobilizations began to be documented from the
early 20th century, history shows women‘s public participation in India began in
the 18th century. The issues and concerns for women‘s mobilization varied from
time to time not only as per the needs and requirements of women but also of t he
larger societal interests. Through their organized movements, women could prove
that persistent mobilization on social issues creates a new social identity for
women, which is crucial for their empowerment in society as well as the overall
development of society.
Gender, as we have already learned, forms only one out of the many bases of
social stratification. There are various criteria based on which society is stratified
such as class, caste, race, ethnicity, language, religion, region, etc. Women as a
single category cut across all the other classifications, which means women are a
part of all other categories. Thus women are at the same time form a single
category and a part of all other social classifications. In that way, the issues and
concerns of women as a group, represent in some way or the other, the issues and
concerns of the wider society. The focus of the present unit is to examine how the
issues and concerns of women are integrated into the wider social concerns. An
analysis of the causes of the women‘s mobilizations in India will make this point
more clear.
While the participation of women in public agitations in the 18th century was
against colonial oppression, the focus of attack in the 19th century was against the
oppressive and evil social practices that were prevalent in the then Indian society.
The objective of public participation shifted to the nationalist movement in the
early 20th century. The first section of this unit deals with aspects of women‘s
mobilizations in colonial India.
After independence, the Congress government fulfilled the promises that it made
in the pre- independence day by providing Constitutioned equality for men and
women and also by setting up various administrative bodies to address gender
issues and making possible their social and economic advancement. The
persistence of large-scale poverty and cropping up of numerous social problems
even after independence caused widespread unrest in Indian society, which caused
various formations of public mobilizations. Wo men also took part in these
movements as a part of these mobilizations as well as autonomously. These
resulted in the resurgence of the feminist movement in the late 1960s and early
1970s. The movements of this period were very different from those of colo nial
periods for many of them grew out of both gender conscientious and the wider
social concerns. The latter part of the unit deals with some significant women‘s
mobilizations of independent India.
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9.3 WOMEN’S MOVEMENT AS A SOCIAL MOVEMENT
Conventionally social movements are viewed as intended and organized collective
actions based on certain defined aims, methodology for collective mobilization,
distinct ideology, identified leadership, and organization (SinghaRoy 2004). A
social movement involves collective action that is distinct from individual action.
Collective action becomes a social movement when it becomes somewhat
sustained, as distinct from the sporadic occurrence. This collective action,
however, does not need to be formally organized. But it should be able to create
interest and awakening in a sufficiently large number of people. Thus a social
movement essentially involves sustained collective mobilization through either
informal or formal organization. Besides collective mobilization, the social
movement is generally oriented towards bringing about change, either partial or
total, in the existing system of relationships, values, and norms (Rao, M.S.A.
1979). Moreover, the individuals indulging in collective mobilization do so based
on their common identity and interests. In a social movement, the actor‘s collective
identity is linked to his/her understanding of the social situation. Based on
collective identity, a social movement can be said as a collective actor constituted
by individuals who understand themselves to have common interests and, at some
significant part of their existence, a common identity (Scott, Allan 1991).
The social movements are categorized differently based on several criteria, such as
the consequence of movements, the locus of the movement, the collective identity
of various groups that take part in the movement, the scale and spatial spread of
the movement, etc. Nonetheless, it is necessary to emphasize here that any
classification only helps to identify the main features of the movement and it is
relative to a particular phase of the movement. In the case of a women‘s
movement, on top of all other classifications, gender becomes the collective
identity of the majority of those who take part in the movement. The women‘s
movement, like other social movements, brings about or intends to bring about a
change in the existing social structure. The social change that results from a
movement may be seen first in terms of the changes in the positions of the
concerned section of a movement and secondly in terms of their impact on the
wider society. One of the consequences of the women‘s movement has been the
infusion of a keen sensitivity on the question of women‘s oppression and their
contribution to all spheres of life and study (Gandhi, Nandita 1990).
9.4 DIMENSIONS OF INDIAN WOMEN’S MOVEMENT
Unlike the women‘s movement in the West, the Indian women‘s movement began
in the shadow of colonial rule and the commitment to attain freedom from colonial
rule. Thus the Indian women‘s movement transcended the limited gender
framework unlike the women‘s liberation struggles in the other parts of the world,
especially in the West where the principal purpose was to address the relationship
between women and men in the private and public spheres. Questions of
independence and freedom from the colonial power were inextricably linked with
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the consciousness of the Indian women‘s movement, a consciousness of women
concerning the larger society, not only to men.
Since the late 19th-century Indian society witnessed an active feminist movement.
The early attempts at reforming the conditions under which Indian women lived
were mainly carried out by western educated middle and high-class men. Soon
they were joined by the women of their families and families of a similar
background. These women along with the men began organized movements
fighting against oppressive social practices such as female infanticide, sati, child
marriage, laws prohibiting widow remarriage, etc.
The public participation of these women of middle and high caste and class
background led to the birth of women‘s organizations in the early 20th century.
They began fighting for the status and rights of women but this task was
unambiguously located within the agenda of the freedom struggle as a whole.
Apart from the national movement as a whole, the bo urgeoisie liberals who mainly
constituted the leadership of the women‘s movement of the period were also
concerned with communalism and the legacy of partition, the enormous violence
that accompanied Independence. Women‘s organizations had to engage fronta lly
with victims of violence, with communalism, and with divisions among women
based on their religious communities.
Another strand in the women‘s movement developed roughly around this time.
The Left-radical tendency was shaped in the women‘s movement by their activities
among women of the working class. Women with left political orientations
organized and this movement rapidly grew and developed structured links with the
organized Left political parties. Women with Left political leanings were involved
in working-class and revolutionary peasant struggles, such as the struggle in
Telangana.
After Independence, many of the bourgeois- liberal trends believed that once
Independence was achieved the new framework of power would give an adequate
opportunity to address women‘s problems. Thus women needed to be represented
within the system and the status quo, and their concerns adequately articulated,
after which their demands would be met. What the bourgeois liberal women‘s
movement, then principally affiliated to the Congress, wanted was a level playing
field for women (Brinda Karat 1997). The late 1960s and early 1970s witnessed
the resurgence of the women‘s movement, which was a repercussion of the
problems that cropped up at the national front and the women‘s active
mobilizations at the international front. Left women‘s mobilizations could organize
women from all walks of life successfully around women's particular issues that
concern women specifically and at the same time the society as a whole, for
example, struggles such as anti-price-rise and anti-arrack.
The struggle against the Emergency saw the rise of many new women‘s groups,
which rejected the politics of earlier women‘s organizations. These groups sprang
up as part of the movement for democracy and against gender discrimination and
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later emerged as autonomous organizations without any explicit party affiliations
though many of them were drawn from political parties. They mainly intended to
raise feminist issues in mass organizations such as trade unions or Kisan Samiti.
Many autonomous groups, which were mostly women-only groups, without party
affiliations and conventional hierarchical organizational structures, formed. The
women‘s movement of the late 1970s and early 1980s was dominated by such
autonomous women‘s groups, which are mostly city-based. At the same time,
feminist consciousness had taken place in some of the rural movements too.
Independent women‘s wings formed in some of the movements to represent
women‘s issues such as wife-beating. Thus we can say Indian Women Movement
witnessed three tendencies in terms of their affiliations bourgeoisie liberals, left
radicals, and autonomous groups.
9.5 ISSUES FOR WOMEN’S PUBLIC MOVEMENT IN INDIA
The issues of the women‘s movement in India have to be understood in the
backdrop of the colonial past and as a democratic socialist country with the status
of a developing nation after independence. In the modern era, the public
participation of women in India began in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. As
mentioned earlier the main issue for women‘s mobilization in the early 19th
century was against colonial exploitation; by the end of the century, their
prerogative was social reform. Since then the focus of women‘s mobilization
shifted variedly depending on the core issues relating to particular periods.
Although British imperialism profoundly influenced the political engagement of
elite and non-elite women during this period, its impact on the character and
purposes of their engagement was very different. Non-elite women fought against
the British colonialists. Moved by the hunger of their children, the British
confiscation of their land, which is the only means of their livelihood, and
oppressive British taxes, women along with men, participated in the famine revolts
in the late 18th and early 19th centuries as well as other revolts in the nineteenth
century
9.5.1 Women in the reformist Movement in 19 th century
The reform movement of India which began around the second half of the 19th
century is largely related to the changes affecting the structure of the Indian society
and family. The causes that attracted the attention of the 19th-century reformers
were the oppressive customs practised in society, like sati, the ill-treatment meted
out to widows, the ban on widow remarriage, polygamy, child marriage, and the
denial of property rights to women. These evil practices were particularly abusive
to Indian womanhood.
The propagators of social reform and social justice for women in the second half of
the 19th century were mostly educated and enlightened men from relatively higher
castes and classes who imbibed the ideas of equality, liberty, and nationalism
which was a result of their western education. Thus the 19th century, in particular,
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saw the articulation of demands for women‘s rights as the clash of cultures
traditional structures of the Indian society, and western education. The social
reformists of the period like Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar,
Jyotiba Phule, etc., in different parts of the country, demanded social revamp and
an end to the oppressive social practices. Movements like Brahmo Samaj, the
Prarthana Samaj, and revivalist movements initiated by the Arya Samaj and the
Ramakrishna Mission and Ranade worked hard for social reform. The main planks
of the reformers were female education, grant of property rights to women, and
improvement in marriage customs. They believed that all these measures are part
of social reformation and essential for the uplift not only of women but also of
society in its entirety.
Women, mainly from elite families, joined this movement inspired by the urge for
the social uplift of their fellow sisters. The social settings of the then society in a
way facilitated women‘s public participation. By the end of the 19th century as a
consequence of the changes set in motion by the British conquest of India, there
were a handful of women who were educated, articulate, and mobile, which in turn
led to their involvement in public activities.
In the rural setting, life is dominated by the household for both men and women.
With the increased urbanization and the growth of new professions associated with
colonial domination, work got increasingly separated from home. Paralleling this
change was the establishment of new educational, religious and social institutions.
As families moved from their village homes to the cities, they increased their
contact with foreigners and witnessed the erosion of the traditional household
activity. Some of these girls attended educational institutions, social gatherings
unrelated to family affairs, and new religious ceremonies. These ―new women‖ as
they called were part of a modernizing movement (cited in Forbes, Geraldine
1996). Maharani Tapasvini, Pandita Ramabai, Swaran Kumari Debi, Rani Mataji,
Francina Sorabji, Lady Harnam Singh, Annie Beasant, Chinma Bai, Hansa Mehta,
Dhavanti Rama Rao, Muthu Lakshmi Reddy, Sister Nivedita, etc., were some of
the prominent personalities who initiated/joined movement at different parts of the
country.
The focus of the movement was to ban the degrading practice of sati, to ban child
marriage and promote widow remarriage, and to promote women‘s education for
performing the roles of wife and mother as per the needs of the rising middle class.
Women‘s education was viewed as a key issue to enhance the social status of
women in society, although the focus was on strengthening the family structure by
equipping women to perform family roles with greater skill. The attempt was to
make women into better wives and mothers, or we can say to redefine the role of
the perfect wife. While fighting against social evils that mainly affect the lives of
women the emphasis was not so much on women‘s equality, rather on the
separateness and complementarity of the roles of women and men in society. They
did not challenge patriarchy or attack the fundamental structures that subordinated
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women in society. Nevertheless, such efforts did help in laying the foundations for
the emergence of later women‘s struggles.
9.5.2 Social Commitments of Wome n and the Nationalist Movement
Women from all walks of life, both the elite and the masses, flocked to the national
struggle for independence in response to Gandhiji‘s call. There were various
episodes of the independence movement. The non-cooperation movement and the
Khilafat movement of 1921-22, the Civil Disobedience movement of 1930-31, the
Salt Satyagraha of 1931, the Individual Satyagraha movement of 1941, and the
Quit India movement of 1941 are some of them. Women in large numbers
participated in all these movements. Women wore the handspun and hand-woven
khadi cloth as a uniform and they made salt and they did not pay salt taxes in
defiance of the oppressive salt laws. They also picketed liquor and foreign cloth
shops, burned foreign cloth, braved lathi, and went to jail. Nearly ten per cent of
the prisoners in the independence movement were women with babies in their
arms. Those women who did not go to jail or were not directly involved in the
activities of the movement shouldered the burden of supporting the families while
their men were in jail. Moreover, they devoted themselves to developing
alternative lifestyles and socio-economic structures based on the Gandhian
philosophy of sustainable development.
Women arranged meetings in the street. They contributed their ornaments to the
National Fund. The women leaders of the time promoted the cause of Indian
nationality along with improving women‘s education. The swadeshi movement
could not have succeeded without the participation of women. They joined the
satyagraha struggle in large numbers under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi. By
the end of the First World War, women started showing an increased interest in the
socio-political affairs of the country. They participated in large numbers in
Gandhiji‘s non-cooperation and civil disobedience movements. Thus women by
their multi- faceted participation in the freedom struggle proved that winning
freedom for the country was not the responsibility of men only and when entrusted
with a responsibility they can steer through as successfully as men.
9.5.3 Women’s organizations and mobilizations
Some organizations exclusively for women under the leadership of women
appeared in India at the beginning of the 20th century. At the beginning of 1913,
Nalini Dutt, an educated Indian woman belonging to a higher class and caste began
Mahila Samiti (women‘s committees) in many towns in Bengal. In 1910
Saradadevi Choudarani, also of elite background, founded Bharat Stree
Mahamandal. Several other organizations of all Indian nature also came into being
during this period. Annie Besant founded the Women‘s India Association (WIA)
in Madras in 1917. She urged Indian women to join the Home Rule League and the
Swadeshi movement. Lady Aberdeen and Lady Tata founded the National Council
of Women in India (NCWI) in 1925. The All- India Women‘s Conference (AIWC)
was founded in 1927 by the efforts of Margaret Cousins. All these organizations
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concerned themselves with eradicating the social problems of women and
educating them. At the same time, a strong nationalist trend went through them.
While taking part in the nationalist movement and addressing the political issues,
these organizations also stood for achieving women‘s rights. As early as 1917,
WIA raised the issue of women‘s suffrage. Its lobbying was somewhat successful
and it could influence the adoption of the Government of India Act, 1919, which
granted the restricted franchise to women. Women were allowed voting right in the
provincial assemblies based on the conditions of wifehood, ownership of property,
and educational achievement. Later this Act was amended twice to extend the
voting right to many more sections in society including women.
Working from a social and educational perspective, one of the basic inte ntions of
AIWC was to organize women to demand reforms in the system of education
(Maitreyee 1992). It alerted society to the political danger of masculine type of
education for women, which would result eventually in an unequal fight for
professions for which in the end it cannot be denied that men are far more suited.
While working with the political parties and the nationalist movement for the
ouster of the British, the women‘s organizations were linking the freedom of
women with the freedom of India. In response to pressure from women‘s
organizations, the Indian National Congress pledged itself to the principles of
sexual equality and adult suffrage after independence at its annual meeting in
Karachi in 1931. Later on, these promises of equality were carried over to the
Indian Constitution.
Even though the basic principles of equality between the sexes were established in
constitutional law, not all anomalies and discrimination were eliminated in
practice. Women in India continued to be victims of severa l forms of
discrimination in and out of the home (Ilina Sen). This sex-based discrimination
and various other social issues became the basis for large-scale women‘s
mobilization later on.
9.6 SOCIAL CONCERNS OF WOMEN'S MOVEMENT IN INDEPENDENT
INDIA
With the national movement at an end and the grant of constitutional rights of
equality between sexes, the obvious reasons for mobilizing women disappeared.
Many women‘s organizations such as AIWC reoriented themselves as primarily
social organizations running hostels, schools, providing limited work
opportunities, etc. Many of the major political parties started to token women‘s
fronts. But this state of dormancy did not last long. The popular dissatisfaction
with governance due to the failure in handling many problems that existed in
society even after decades of independence at the national level and the
mobilizations of women at the international level gave enough reasons for Indian
women to organize again focusing on many issues that concerned both women and
society at large.
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The women‘s movement was resurgent in the 1960s resulted from the deep
relentlessness that gripped the country resulted from the failure of the
parliamentary government to deliver. In the face of widespread unemployment,
ecological degradation, rampant poverty, the parliamentary opposition stood
exposed as an ineffective political force. In this situation, a new ferment of
political activity began in the country. People organized to protest against the
situation under many banners, around many issues. There was a new wave of
nationwide unrest and once again women were among the important protagonists
(Ilina Sen 1990). Since then women were mobilized on various issues under the
plank of political parties as well as there were autonomous mobilizations.
Since the 1970s Indian women‘s movement centred on a myriad of issues. The
primary focus of women‘s organizations in the Indian women‘s movement during
this period was a) women‘s representation in government; b) the inattention to
women in the development process (widening the chasm between constitutional
and legal guarantees and the realities of women‘s lives); and c) violence against
women (Swarup). On many issues, the fundamental cause of women‘s oppression
is weaved into their political mobilizations.
Since discussing all women‘s mobilizations of independent India is beyond the
scope of this unit. Let us see in the following sections some of the issue-based
mobilizations of women that had major social repercussions.
9.6.1 Women in Peasant Uprising
Tebhaga and Telangana Movement:
The peasants‘ struggle in the Tebhaga and Telangana Movements originated at the
time of independence, as a continuum from pre- to post-independence and as a
bridge between the political and the socio-economic conditions that existed then.
The Tebhaga movement (1946-50) in Bengal and Telengana Movement in Andhra
Pradesh was launched to obtain a more equitable distribution of land. In both
movements, women formed ‗women‘s bridges‘ to protect the villages, homes, and
children against police atrocities and were given guerilla training for self-defence.
These two movements led to the passing of the Zamindari Abolition Acts in many
states of India in the early 1950s, which gave some rights to the tillers of the land.
The Tebhaga movement in Bengal and North Bihar began in 1946 and subsided
around 1950. Although it was a movement for sharecropper‘s rights it achieved in
many places the character of an armed guerilla uprising. It bore the full brunt of
state repression and women were important historical participants at all levels of
the struggle (Ilina Sen 1990). The women of the movement organized on a
separate platform, called Nari Bahini, and ran shelters and maintained lines of
communication throughout the affected areas. During the movement, party women
joined the rural women to raise a host of issues regarding class oppression in
general and caste oppression specific to women, such as necessary legal changes in
the status of Hindu women, and women‘s rights to finance and property.
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Through the village level Mahila Atma Raksha Samitis, they attacked practical
manifestations of patriarchy such as wife-beating. However, the struggle was
withdrawn on the eve of independence. Tebhaga movement remained an important
legacy for toiling women, which they would reclaim in the future (Ibid).
In many ways, the Telangana movement, which was also rebellious, shared a
similarity with the Tebhaga movement, as both of them were directed against the
feudal oppression of rural landlords. However, the Telangana movement was
specifically directed to struggle against the Nizam‘s rule. Here too women were
valiant partners in guerilla warfare and in facing the fierce repression by the state.
Bodhagaya Math Struggle:
The increasing political repression and strong movements for democratic rights
marked the early years of the 1970s. There were large-scale people‘s movements
opposing the declaration of the state of emergency by the Indira Gandhi
government in 1975. They demanded democratic rights and this implicit extension
for social equality and gender justice. During this time there came Jai Prakash
Narain‘s call for ―Total Revolution‖. It was aimed at a radical social
transformation of society and its entire fabric. It showed a complete
disenchantment with the view that power politics is the only way to improve the
lives of people. Chhatra Yuva Sangarsh Vahini (CYSV) emerged under the
leadership of Jai Prakash Narain. CYSV mobilized several women activists and
launched a struggle among the Vahini leaders on women‘s questions. The debate
on women‘s right to land and access to productive resources, the institution of
marriage, men-women relationships, patriarchy, and women‘s role in the socioeconomic process, for instance, brought about substantial changes in the intraorganizational and intrafamilial relations among the CYSV activists.
The CYSV cadres went to the rural areas for organizing the masses for the Total
Revolution. One of their major areas of involvement became the Bodhgaya Math
struggle, where CYSV organized poor peasants from those villages in which
Bodhgaya Math exercised feudal and religious control. The peasants demanded
legal rights to the lands they and their families had cultivated for generations, and
an important part of the demand was that the women be given land rights
individually in their names. Women felt the ownership and control of land was the
first step towards their social identity.
In rural areas of Bihar, women have been struggling against the prejudices of the
state officials as well those of men of their community towards women having
independent land rights. In Gaya, a rural district of Bihar where agriculture was the
main occupation of the majority of the people, the major chunk of the land was
under the control of the Bodhgaya Math since the Middle Ages. The situation
continued even after independence. The Math functionaries wielded total power
over the masses of the poor peasantry. The oppression and exploitation of the farm
labourers defied all rules of minimum wages. Women were the most exploited lot.
The people in power exploited both the labour and the bodies of women.
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CYSV organized the struggle against Math authoritarianism. Both men and women
were members of the movement. They viewed women‘s questions as a part of the
general movement. For them, the struggle for women‘s liberation is the struggle
against the entire existing class-caste-based socio-economic and political structure;
a structure within which women are specifically oppressed by men and their
concept of manliness. Hence they felt there is the need to wage a specific struggle
for freedom from man‘s exploitation and dependence on them. The women
activists of CYSV emphasized that the women‘s movement is not a socio-cultural
movement but is a movement for equal rights in the means of production and a full
share in all spheres of decision- making. Thus a powerful critique of patriarchy
emerged in the Bodhgaya Math struggle. Women raised a large number of
questions about the power structure involving women‘s issues – questions about
family, work distribution, and family violence and unequal access to resources
enjoyed by men and women, issues of male-female relationships, and women‘s
sexuality.
Shramik Sangathana of Dhulia:
Beginning in the early 1970s in the Dhulia district of Maharashtra the tribal Bhil
landless labourers agitated against the extortionate practices of local landlords
most of whom were non-tribals and treated the tribals as sub- human. In 1972 the
Shramik Sangathan was formed, which, following the drought and famine, took up
the struggles against land alienation through occupying and cultivating the fallow
land.
Women played a more militant role among the labourers who were more active in
the movement. They led the demonstrations, invented and shouted militant
slogans, sang revolutionary songs, and mobilized the masses. They went from hut
to hut to agitate men and persuade them of the necessity to join the Shramik
Sangathan. In the negotiations with the landlords, they proved to be more adamant
than men. As the movement grew women extended their newly found
consciousness about their oppression as a community to gender-based oppression.
They began raising gender-based issues such as wife-beating. They protested
against the drinking habits of the men in the community and they went around
damaging liquor dens.
9.6.2 Protest against Social Evils/Issues
Anti-Price Rise Movement:
As women in the rural areas are mobilized in famine agitations, the women of the
urban areas organized to fight against the hike at the prices of essential
commodities that was followed by the famine. In 1973 United Women‘s Anti Price
Rise Front was formed to mobilize women against inflation in the cities. The
movement grew rapidly becoming a mass women‘s movement for consumer
protection, demanding that both prices and the distribution of essential
commodities be fixed by the government. Thousands of working-class and lower43

middle-class women took to the streets in the so-called ‗latni‘ morchas and
developed strong structures of mobilizations and communication. The movement
was generalized and visible in many parts of the metropolitan cities, though
centred mainly on Patna and Bombay. Women marched down the Bombay streets
waving rolling pins and empty cans of oil.
Anti Arrack Movement:
The women of Nellore district of Andhra Pradesh who got a chance to enter the
world of literacy through the state-sponsored literacy campaign came to know
through the textbooks the ill effects of alcoholism and its impact on women.
Spontaneous action came from the women who experience the ill effects in their
day-to-day life because of the alcoholic habits of their menfolk. Thousands o f
women joined in picketing liquor outlets, disciplining habitual drunkards, and
demanding from the administration a total ban on alcohol sales. The women from
all political leanings strove their utmost to make the agitation a success. Women
realized their strength and importance and the government bowed to the wishes of
the people. The sale of arrack was banned in the district of Nellore, to begin with,
and later on, the ban was extended to the rest of the state. The agitation of Andhra
Pradesh inspired people of other states, especially Haryana, to take up similar
issues.
9.6.3 Protesting Violence against Women
Women in India traditionally have faced and continue to face many forms of
violence simply because they are women. Among the most extreme forms of
violence that arise from patriarchal religious views and economic considerations
are sati, female infanticide and foeticide, rape, and dowry murders. The secular and
the liberal state envisioned by the national movement and the constitutional
guarantees established by the government of independent India do provide some
legislative measures for condemning culturally and socially originated violence
against women. None of this violence against women continued in society.
Anti Rape Movement:
The anti- rape movement began in 1977 by the Civil Rights groups following an
incidence of custodial rape. With the public outcry following the custodial rape,
women‘s organizations initiated the anti-rape movement. Mathura, a 15-year-old
girl and a member of a scheduled caste, was raped by two policemen at a police
station. The policemen were acquitted on the ground that ―there was no rape
because there was no proof that Mathura had resisted. Although on appeal the
decision was reversed by the Bombay High Court, the Supreme Court again
acquitted the policemen holding that Mathura‘s story of stiff resistance was false
and that the intercourse was a ―peaceful affair‖.
In protest against the Supreme Court judgment, on 8th March, the Women‘s day in
1980 thousands of women of different quarters of life students from major
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universities, the women‘s wing of left political parties, housewives, women‘s
organizations — came together in the cities of Ahemadabad, Nagpur, Pune,
Bombay, and Delhi. They demanded a reopening of the case. In Nagpur and
Bombay, a series of rallies, seminars, marches, sit- ins, and street plays were held.
A women‘s organization that specifically focused on ending rape, the Forum
Against Rape, was founded. The Supreme Court took heed and agreed to review its
decision, but ultimately stuck to its verdict. Pressure from this campaign
meanwhile affected the recommendations of the Law Commission of India, so
harsher legal penalties for rape were recommended in the Criminal Law
Amendment Bill of 1980, which was passed by Parliament in 1983.
Anti Dowry Movement:
The Progressive Organisation of Women in Hyderabad first organized protests
against dowry in 1975. The imposition of the National Emergency prevented its
full- fledged growth. After lifting the Emergency women in Delhi organized on a
large scale against the social practice of dowry sometime around 1977. It began
with the organized protest of Mahila Dakshata Samiti. They protested against the
violence inflicted upon women for dowry, especially against murder and abetment
of suicide. They demanded the prosecution of the accused in a dowry-related
murder case. The accused was a well-placed government doctor who is dissatisfied
with his wife‘s dowry murdered her for another woman and threw the dead body in
the Ganges River in Kanpur. The death remained a mystery for a long time, but the
husband was nabbed and punished for his crime.
Protests against dowry harassment and murder began in several parts of the
country but Delhi remained the site of a sustained agitation against dowry and
dowry-related crimes largely because it seems to have the highest number of
murders of women for dowry in the country. Protests in the form of
demonstrations and other means by feminist groups could change the indifferent
attitude of the wider public and policymakers to the issues of women‘s death by
kerosene. They could even prove that many of the official suicides are not suicides
but murders that had been committed by the husband of the women and his family
demanding more dowry. The feminist groups devised a series of strategies to
enhance public awareness of the problems associated with the dowry. They
recorded the last words of the dying women, took the family testimony, and
encouraged the friends and neighbours to come forward with their evidence. As a
result, many families began to complain about the police against the harassment of
their daughters by the in- laws for more dowry. In 1980 a year after the anti-dowry
agitation began, the government passed a law against dowry-related crimes that
recognized abetment of suicide because of dowry demands as a special crime and
made mandatory a police investigation into the death of any woman within five
years of marriage.
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Agitation against Sati:
In 1987 the death of a young widow in the funeral pyre of her husband in
Rajasthan sparked off a campaign against the practice of sati or self- immolation
across the country. Roop Kanwar, a graduate, was married a short while before her
husband died and she spent only around 6 months with him. After his death, it was
decided that Roop Kanwar would become sati. The impending event was
announced in advance though her family was not informed. She was dragged to the
funeral pyre despite her protests and put on the pyre after drugging her. Reports
indicated that the local authorities knew about the planned sati and still they could
not do anything effective to stop the event.
Immediately after the immolation, the site became a popular pilgrimage spot being
visited by scores of devotees. Supporters of sati formed an organization called Sati
Dharam Raksha Samiti. They arranged the assistance for pilgrims and made
money by glorifying the act of sati and commodifying it. Even though several laws
exist under which the ideologues and profiteers of sati could have been punished,
still the state government did not take any action largely because the promoters and
those who argued for sati belonged to the Rajput community and the issue had
become an issue of Rajput community identity. The politicians were more
concerned about their vote banks than any gender issue. The feminists and women
activists protested the killing of women in the name of religion. They conducted
demonstrations and other forms of protests in Delhi as well as other parts of the
country. Feminists demanded state intervention. Some of their main demands were
that i) Roop Kanwar‘s in- laws and the doctor who drugged her should be
prosecuted for murder; ii) all those who profited financially or politica lly from her
death should be punished, and iii) a new law should be promulgated banning both
the committal and glorification of crimes against women in the name of religion
(Radha Kumar)
9.6.4 Raising Voice on Ecology and Environment Issues
During the 1970s there had been large-scale women‘s mobilization at different
parts of the country, although specific issues and analyses for women‘s oppression
differed from case to case. Many movements of this period challenged the
fundamental tenets of the developmental policy being followed by the state. These
movements became the strong statement of alternatives to the existing state
policies. The Chipko movement for example challenged commercial forestry and
forest-based industrialization on environmental grounds. At the same time, this
movement developed a woman-specific perspective as women emerged as the
principal activists.
Chipko Movement:
The Chipko movement originated around the 1970s (though the seeds of the
movement were there from the British period) against indiscriminate forest felling
for commercial interests. The name Chipko is derived from the Hindi word for
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hugging the trees, which is what the Garhwal women did en masse to prevent
indiscriminate forest felling for commercial interests. While the men of the region
conceded that the government had the prerogative in forest felling, the women
protested on ecological grounds. Women argued that the forest is directly
connected to the essence of living soil, water, and pure air. The issue of
environmental degradation in this movement to women‘s increasing toil for fuel
and fodder in the face of such degradation, and from this was generated the idea
that women, under their nature-related activities, have an especially nurturing
attitude towards nature.
When Europe‘s forest cover was depleted, Britain looked at its colonies for
fulfilling the need for wood. Accordingly adopted a forest policy, which would
facilitate indiscriminate felling of trees. The same was the case with India. There
were popular protests during the colonial period in India against the forest policy
of the colonial masters. The policy continued after independence and forest felling
continued for commercial and developmental activities. People protested
government policy. There were popular demonstrations against the government's
decision to allow contractors to fell angu trees. Peoples‘ demand included an end
to the contractor system of forest exploitation, supply of forest produce to the
villagers at concessional rates, and the forest revenue settlement. They pledged not
to allow the cutting of trees. Women adopted the strategy of hugging or attaching
themselves to the trees when the contractors came to cutting the trees.
Women also adopted various other peaceful forms of protest. The central
government acceded to the demands of women and ordered a ban o n the cutting of
green trees. The Chipko movement did not stop with the end of commercial forest
felling. The activists, later on, concentrated on the educational work in the villages.
The women gained enormous self-confidence through the movement and were in a
position to articulate their own long-term larger needs clearly.
9.7 THE EMERGING TREND AND GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
One should not get the impression that the women‘s movement in India is largely
urban-based. We find that it has also involved middle-class educated women.
There are several active grassroots organisations of poor rural and urban workingclass women, tribal, self-employed women who are fighting against all forms of
oppression, injustice, and exploitation. Various national and regional political
parties and trade unions have also set up women‘s wings.
As a response to the women‘s movement that began in the late 1970s, the
government set up women‘s cells within a few ministries (Rural Development,
Labour, and Human Resource Development). In the government‘s program for
rural poor 30 per cent of women, beneficiaries are to be selected for training and
income generation programs. In the late 1980s, the government prepared a
National Perspective Plan for Women (1988-2000 A.D.), which has made several
recommendations relating to the legal, economic, social, and political status of
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women. The government also appointed a National Commission on self-employed
women and women in the informal sector to look into the specific problems of
unorganized women labour who constitute eighty-seven per cent of women
workers but do not get any protection from Labour Laws like equal wages,
maternity benefits, childcare facilities, and better working condition. The 73rd and
74th amendments of the Constitution prepared in the late 1980s were passed in
1993 and it contained an across-the-board reservation of 33.33 per cent in
panchayats, panchayat samitis, Zilla Parishad, and local body institutions for
women. The National Commission for Women was set up in 1992 envisaging to
cover all facets of issues relating to safeguarding women‘s rights and promotion of
their empowerment. It was visualized as an expert body to advise the government
on women‘s issues and be a powerful advocate of their rights and hence a statutory
body to lend it independence (Annual Report of Women and Child Development
Department, Ministry of Human Women‘s and Movement Resources, 2002).
Besides this, the government has come out with various programs such as
Rashtriya Mahila Kosh (RMK), Indira Mahila Yojana (IMY), Balika Samriddhi
Yojana (BSY), Swasakthi Project, etc. for the benefit of the women.
The shift in issues and agenda for action within the women‘s movement and
response from the government is also because research on women‘s problems,
particularly on women in the working class and other weaker sections especially
during the 1970s and 1980s has thrown several challenges for the women‘s
movement as well as the government.
The new knowledge, being generated by scholars to understand the subordination
and oppression of women and their points of strength, is broadly termed as
‗women‘s studies‘ or ‗gender studies‘. It is gradually finding a place in
universities, colleges, and schools as teaching material. ‗Women‘s Studies‘
scholars and women‘s organisations see a strong link between ‗Women‘s Studies‘
and action for change. The women‘s movement during the 1970s and 1980s while
being effective in bringing women‘s issues back into the are na of public debate,
was only the beginning of the long struggle ahead for equality, justice, and dignity
for all women.
9.8 SUMMARY
Over the decades, women‘s groups across the spectrum have engaged with myriad
issues. Mostly they stood for issues that are not just women-centric but are
concerns of wider society as well. The problems that women face are that of other
social categories too. Women‘s mobilizations of the past proved their intended
organized actions (as in the case of anti-arrack, anti-price rise, Chipko, etc.) always
bring about wider social repercussions. Participating in such mobilizations gives
the women of the community a social identity. And this social identity of course
makes way for their empowerment. Their further empowerment is realized through
the affirmative actions taken by the state as well as the civil society organizations
in response to their efforts and capacity to initiate collective action.
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9.9 EXERCISE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the structure of the women‘s movement in India?
Discuss the women mobilization in colonial India.
What is the role of women in the environmental movement in India?
What are the different social evil movements led by Women in India?
Discuss the social concern of the women‘s movement in independent India.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT
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10.3 Environmental Movement in India: Issues and Concern
10.4 The Popular Environment Movement
10.4.1 Chipko Movement
10.4.2 Appiko Movement
10.4.3 Narmamda Bachao Andolan
10.4.4 Urban-based Environmental Movements
10.5 Summary
10.6 Exercise
10.7 Reference
10.1 OBJECTIVE
After reading this unit you will be able to understand:





The different environmental issues in India.
The various environmental movements in India.
The relevance of environmental movement in Indian Politics.
The role of women in the environment movement.

10.2 INTRODUCTION
Environmental and ecological movements are among the important examples of
the collective actions of several social groups. Protection and recognition of
constitutional and democratic rights, which are not defined by law but form an
important part of the day to day living of the subaltern masses like the control over
their resources, the right of indigenous people to preserve their culture, protection
of the environment, and maintenance of ecological balance are significant concerns
of these movements, as they affect the human life to a great extent.
These movements also reflect an enlarged vision of economics and politics.
Economic justice sought by these movements does not mean mere distribution of
resources but encompasses a larger vision like enhancement in the quality of life
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through the recognition of people‘s right over their natural resources, their right to
live with dignity, and their participation in the decision–making. The concerns of
the human environment received spectacular attention from scholars following the
conclusion of the United Nations Conference on Human Environment, Stockholm
in 1972. By the 1980s the ―green movement‖ became a worldwide phenomenon
encompassing various countries of the world including India. It is signified by
several movements of people for the protection of their environmental and
ecological rights in India, ‗eco- greens‘ or ‗green movement‘ in Germany and
North America.
In this unit, our focus will be on environmental and ecological movements. While
agrarian or working-class movements have had a long historical trajectory,
environmental or ecological movements gained worldwide attention only in the
second half of the twentieth century. These movements focus not only on basic
survival issues but also on larger ecological concerns. These are different from
earlier social movements and there is a need to understand them in terms of their
nature and strategies.
It may be mentioned here that scholars have tried to understand and analyze these
movements in diverse ways. In general, these movements are grouped under tribal
and peasant movements and as well under New Social movements. This is so
because ecological aspects are generally associated with peasants and tribals
whose survival is associated with the state of natural resources like forests, water,
etc. Some treat them as middle class or elite movements as the problems and
concerns of the local communities, indigenous people, or non–tribal poor are
generally articulated by the urban middle-class elite. There has been no single
unified and homogenous environmental discourse in India. There ha ve been what
Guha calls ‗varieties of environmentalism‘. In this context, the present unit
attempts to understand the history of environmental movements in India. Different
environmental and ecological movements will also be dealt with in this unit.
10.3 ENVIRONMENTAL
CONCERN

MOVEMENT

IN

INDIA:

ISSUES

AND

The environmental movement is a broad generic term that is generally used to
describe and understand different types of local struggles and conflicts concerned
with livelihood issues and ecological security within the larger context of the
development debate. These struggles critiqued and questioned the notion of
development and conservation ecology pursued by the Indian state and its officials
since colonial times. The genesis of the environmental movement in India can be
traced to the Chipko movement (1973) in the Garhwal region in the new state of
Uttranchal. In fact, between the 1970s and 1980s, there were several struggles in
India around issues of rights to forest and water which raised larger ecological
concerns like rights of communities in forest resources, sustainability of largescale environmental projects like dams, issues of displacement, and rehabilitation,
etc.
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The Indian environmental movement is critical of the colonial model of
development pursued by the post-colonial state. The post- independent state failed
to build up a development agenda based on the needs of the people and continued
to advocate the modern capitalist agenda which led to the destruction of the
environment, poverty, and marginalization of rural communities. The formation of
national parks, sanctuaries, protected areas in India, represents the conventional
environmentalism that the Indian state advocated to preserve wildlife and
biodiversity by pushing people out of these areas. In response to this conventional
environmentalism which considered the Indian state to be the custodian of natural
resources, the environmental movement in India advocated the ideology of
‗environmentalism of the poor. It not only criticized modern developmentalism but
also strongly advocated the revival of the traditional ‗self–sufficient village
economy‘. It brought communities to the centre stage of Indian environmental
discourse. The environmentalist stated that local communities were best suited to
conserve natural resources as their survival depended on the sustainable use of
such resources. They argued that to make sustainable use of the resource the
customary rights or traditional rights should be given back to the people who were
taken away by the State, and traditional institutions should also be recognised. In a
nutshell, the environmental movement in India concentrates on the issue o f equity
in relation to access and use of natural resources.
Unlike in the West, a significant characteristic of environmental movements in
India is that they have mainly involved the women, the poor, and disadvantaged
masses who have been directly affected by or are victims of environmental
degradation. Thus these movements are primarily political expressions of the
struggle of local communities and people who are victims of environmental
degradation or abuse of resources.
Gadgil and Guha identify four broad strands within the environmental movements
in India based on vision, ideology, and strategy. The first types are those which
emphasise the moral necessity to restrain overuse and ensure justice to the poor
and marginalised. Mainly Gandhians belong to this strand. The second strand
stresses the need to dismantle the unjust social order through struggle. Marxists
mostly follow this strand. The third and fourth strands advocate reconstruction, i.e.
employing technologies appropriate to the given context and time. They reflect the
concerns of the scientists or the spontaneous efforts of the communities at the
village level who aim at protecting local community forests or the right to pursue
environment- friendly agricultural practices. Before we discuss some examples of
environmental and ecological movements in India it will be relevant to reproduce
table 10.2 from Ghanshyam Shah‘s book Social Movements: A Review of
Literature (2004: 257-58). This table will help you to have an overview of the
issues, categories, and examples of environmental movements, which have taken
place in India.
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10.4 THE POPULAR ENVIRONMENT MOVEMENT
This section discusses some of the forest-based movements, Anti-dam movements,
and movements caused due to environmental pollution. The forest-based
movements discussed here include Chipko and Appico movements; the anti- Dam
movement includes NBA; the anti-pollution–movement includes those which took
place in Delhi.
10.4.1 Chipko Movement
As mentioned earlier, the origin of modern environmentalism and environmental
movements in India can be ascribed to the Chipko movement in the central
Himalayan region in the early 1970s. Chipko movement, launched to protect the
Himalayan forests from destruction, has its‘ roots in the pre- independence days.
Many struggles were organised to protest against the colonial forest policy during
the early decades of the 20th century. Peoples‘ main demand in these protests was
that the benefits of the forest, especially the right to fodder, should go to local
people. These struggles have continued in the post- independent era as the forest
policies of independent India are no different from that of colonial ones. The origin
of ‗Chipko‘ [chipak Jayenge - to hug] took place in 1973. In early 1973 the forest
department refused to allot ash trees to the Dashauli Gram Swarajya Sangha
(DGSS), a local cooperative organisation based in Chamoli districts, for making
agricultural implements. On the other hand, the forest department allotted ash trees
to a private company, i.e., Symonds Co. This incident provoked the DGSS to fight
against this injustice by lying down in front of timber trucks and burning resin and
timber depots as was done in the Quit India movement. When these methods were
found unsatisfactory, Chandi Prasad Bhat - one of the leaders, suggested
embracing the trees, and thus ‗Chipko‘ was born (for details see Bahuguna, 1990
and Guha, 1989). This form of protest was instrumental in driving away from the
private company from felling the ash trees. With its success, the movement spread
to other neighbouring areas, and subsequently, the movement came to be popularly
known as the Chipko movement internationally. From its beginning, the Chipko
movement concentrated on ecological issues such as depletion of forest cover and
soil erosion.
Three important aspects were responsible for the success of the Chipko movement.
First, the close links between the livelihoods of the local people and the nat ure of
the movement. The local people consider Chipko as a fight for basic subsistence
which has been denied to them by the institutions and policies of the State (Guha,
1989). In addition, specificity of the area where the Chipko movement took place;
involvement of women in the contribution to households‘ subsistence, and the
overwhelming support to the anti-alcohol campaign have led to the overwhelming
support of women which is unique to the Chipko movement. The second aspect is
concerning the nature of agitation. Unlike other environmental movements, Chipko
has strictly adhered to the Gandhian tradition of freedom struggle, i.e., non–
violence. Third, the simplicity and sincerity of the leaders like Sunderlal Bahuguna
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and their access to national leaders like Mrs. Indira Gandhi, other politicians, and
officials also helped to the success of the movement to a large extent.
The demands of the Chipko movement were as follows:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

complete stoppage of cutting trees for commercial purposes;
the traditional rights should be recognised based on minimum needs of
the people;
making the arid forest green by increasing people‘s participation in tree
cultivation;
formation of village committees to manage forests;
development of the forest-related home-based industries and making
available the raw materials, money, and technique for it; and
giving priority to afforestation in the light of local conditions,
requirements, and varieties.

What is distinctive about the Chipko movement is that it was the forerunner as
well ‗as the direct inspiration for a series of popular movements in defence of
community rights to natural resources. Sometimes these struggles revolved
around forests, in other instances, around control and use of pasture, mineral,
or fish resources.
10.4.2 Appiko Movement
Inspired by the Chipko movement the villagers of Western Ghats, in the Uttar
Kannada region of Karnataka started the Appiko Chalewali movement during
September – November 1983. Here the destruction of forest was caused due to
commercial felling of trees for timber extraction. Natural forests of the region were
felled by the contractors which resulted in soil erosion and drying up of perennial
water resources. In the Saklani village in Sirsi, the forest dwellers were prevented
from collecting usufructs like twigs and dried branches and non-timber forest
products for fuelwood, fodder .honey, etc. They were denied their customary rights
to these products.
In September 1983, women and youth of the region decided to launch a movement
similar to Chipko, in South India. Women and youth from Saklani and surrounding
villages walked five miles to a nearby forest and hugged trees there. They forced
the fellers and the contractors of the state forest department to stop cutting trees.
The people demanded a ban on the felling of green trees. The agitation continued
for 38 days and this forced the state government to finally concede to their
demands and withdraw the order for the felling of trees. For some time
government stopped the felling of trees which was resumed again after some time
which resumed the movement again. The movement was backed by the local
people. Even the daily wage labourers hired by the contractors to fell trees stopped
doing their work.
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In October, the movement entered into its second phase and this took place in
Bengaon forest Here the forest was of the mixed tropical semi-evergreen type and
mostly on hilly terrain. The inhabitants of the region who were primarily tribal or
the indigenous people depended on the forest for their survival and livelihood. The
disappearance of bamboo due to commercial felling deprived them of the basic
source to make items like baskets, mats, etc. The main source of their income was
the sale of these items. When the felling of trees did not stop people started the
movement. The movement was spontaneous. The local indigenous people hugged
trees to stop them from cutting and finally the government had to give in to their
demands. Similar movements also started in other areas like Husri. It also inspired
the local people to launch the movement.
The Appiko movement became a symbol of people‘s power for their rights of
natural resources vis-a-vis the state. In November, the movement spread to Nidgod
village in Siddapur taluka preventing the state from commercia l felling of trees in
this deciduous forest of the region. The Appiko movement was successful in its
threefold objectives, i.e., protection of the existing forest cover, regeneration of
trees in denuded lands, and utilizing forest wealth with proper consideration to the
conservation of natural resources. The movement also created awareness among
the villagers throughout the Western Ghats about the ecological danger posed by
the commercial and industrial interests to their forest which was the main source of
sustenance. Like the Chipko, the Appiko movement revived the Gandhian way of
protest and mobilization for a sustainable society in which there is a balance
between man and nature.
10.4.3 Narmamda Bachao Andolan
Narmada river project encompassing three major states of western India Gujarat,
Madhya Pradesh, and Maharashtra is the most important case study in terms of the
maturation of environmental movement and dynamics related to politics of
development. No other development project in India has brought into focus the
intensity of magnitude of eco-development problems to such a level of informed
debate, political mobilization, and grass-root activism as this project. The
controversy which surrounded this project has challenged the government at all
levels and at the same time was successful in creating and forging linkages with
civil society organisations and NGOs, both at the national and international levels.
It has contributed to the political discourse of alternative development in India.
Sardar Sarovar Project which is an interstate multi-purpose project with a terminal
major dam in Gujarat is being built on the river Narmada which is the fifth largest
river in India– 1312 km long. The Narmada Valley Project, with its two mega
projects- Sardar Sarovar Project and Narmada Sagar Project in Madhya Pradesh, is
the largest single river valley project to make the world‘s largest manmade lake.
The consequences of the project are, however, quite glaring and alarming. The
reservoir will submerge 37,000 hectares of land of which 11,000 hectares are
classified as forest. It will displace about one lakh persons of 248 villages- 19 of
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Gujarat, 36 of Maharashtra, and 193 of Madhya Pradesh. The state government
initiated the project as Gujarat was one of the worst water-starved regions in India
and there was a drastic shortage of water for domestic, commercial, agricultural,
and industrial needs. Further, the state had witnessed one of the worst droughts
between 1985-88 which further reinforced this project. However, according to the
critics, it is seen as ―the world‘s worst man- made ecological disaster‖ and it is
considered unviable. It may be mentioned here that originally Narmada project
was considered to be an irrigation project of a 161 feet high dam. Later it was
found that water could be technologically harnessed making it a multipurpose dam
if its level is raised to 455 feet. Consequently, the state governments started
looking for finances not only from the centre but also from the World Bank.
Plans for damming the river at Gora in Gujarat surfaced as early as 1946. Prime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru laid the foundation for a 49.8- meter-high dam in 1961.
After studying the new maps the dam planners decided that a much larger dam
would be more profitable. The only problem was hammering out an agreement
with neighbouring states– Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra. In 1969, after years
of negotiations attempting to agree on a feasible water-sharing formula, the Indian
government established the Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal. Ten years later, it
announced its award – the Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal Award. The award
envisaged that land should be made available to the ousters at least a year before
submergence.
Before the Ministry of the Environment even cleared the Narmada Valley
Development Projects in 1987, the World Bank sanctioned a loan for $450 million
for the largest dam, the Sardar Sarovar, in 1985. In actuality, construction on the
Sardar Sarovar dam site had continued sporadically since 1961 but began in
earnest in 1988. Questions arose concerning the promises about resettlement and
rehabilitation programs set up by the government. As a consequence, each state
had a people‘s organisation that addressed these concerns. Soon, these groups
came together to form the Narmada Bachao Andolan (NBA), or, the Save the
Narmada Movement under the leadership of Medha Patekar, a social activist.
It may be mentioned here that the NBA began as a fight for information about the
Narmada Valley Development Projects but developed as a fight for just
rehabilitation for the lakhs of people to be ousted by the Sardar Sarovar Dam and
other large dams along the Narmada river. Eventually, when it became clear that
the magnitude of the project precluded accurate assessment of damages and losses,
and that rehabilitation was impossible, the movement challenged the very basis of
the project and questioned its claim to development.
In 1988, the NBA demanded formally the stoppage of all work on the Narmada
Valley Development Projects. In September 1989, more than 50,000 people
gathered in the valley from all over India to pledge to fight ―destructive
development.‖ A year later thousands of villagers walked and boated to a small
town in Madhya Pradesh to reiterate their pledge to drown rather than agree to
move from their homes. Under intense pressure, the World Bank was forced to
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create an independent review committee, the Morse Co mmission. It published its
report the Morse Report in 1992. The report ―endorsed all the main concerns raised
by the Andolan (NBA). Two months later, the Bank sent out the Pamela Cox
Committee. It is also known as suggested exactly what the Morse Report ad vised
against: ―a sort of patchwork remedy to try and salvage the operation‖. Eventually,
due to the international uproar created by the Report, the World Bank withdrew
from the Sardar Sarovar Project. In response, the Gujarati government decided to
raise $200 million and go ahead with the project.
Many issues of the project are yet unresolved. However, what is more, important is
that the Movement has been successful to a considerable extent. The achievements
of the movements include:




The exit of the World Bank from Sardar Sarovar in 1993
Halt of Sardar Sarovar construction 1994-99
Withdrawal of foreign investors from Maheshwar dam 1999-2001

The NBA is unique in the sense that it underlined the importance of people‘s right
to information which the authorities finally had to concede under media and
popular pressure. It was successful not only in mobilising hundreds of thousands of
people from different walks of life to put pressure on the State government for its
anti-people policies, affecting and displacing lakhs of tribals from their homes and
livelihoods. It also received immense international support. Resorting to non–
violent mode of protest and following the Gandhian vision of constructive work,
the NBA, as its popularly known is a distinctive landmark in the history of
environmentalism in India. However, in the face of the recalcitrant attitude of the
governments, the NBA continues with the involvement of affected people and civil
society organisations
10.4.4 Urban-based Environmental Movements
In the recent past, environmental pollution caused due to the industrialization has
become the focus of collective action by civil society organisations, NGOs,
concerned individuals, especially lawyers, scientists, environmentalists, and social
activists. They sought the intervention of the judiciary and drew the attention of
the state for showing concern to the pollution caused by the process of
modernization. However, the main focus of the collective action against pollution
has been in the urban areas. Certain tragedies like gas leakage in Bhopal-based
Union Carbide MNC, Chernobyl in former the Soviet Union where thousands of
people were killed created worries among the people on the negative effect of
industrialization. Though the 1990s have seen increased concern about
environmental pollution, awareness about the disastrous impact of environmental
pollution started growing in the 1960s. All the major cities of India are facing
acute air, water, and other kinds of environmental pollution. Continuous
immigration of the people from rural areas into the cities, their habitat in the
congested areas which exist along with the polluting small scale industries; an
increasing number of vehicles; and unplanned expansion of cities, open drainage,
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etc. have created levels of environmental hazards. This pollution made people
susceptible to multiple diseases.
The protection of the environment did not form a significant part of the policies of
the state. The Nehruvian model gave more emphasis to industrialization without
showing much concern for the pollution it was going to create. However, in 1976 a
Constitutional Amendment called upon the state ―to protect and improve the
environment and to safeguard the forest and wildlife of the country‖ and made the
fundamental duty of every citizen ―to protect and improve the natural environment
including forests, lakes, rivers, and wildlife, and to have compassion for living
creatures‖. In the following decades, the state passed legislation to prevent air
pollution and environmental protection like The Air Act of 1981 and the
Environmental Protection Act of 1986. The judiciary has become the arbiter of
people‘s rights which include their protection from environmental protection also
since the emergence of the device of the Public Interes t Litigation ( PIL). In the
face of the indifference of the executive and legislature about the people‘s
problems, the PIL has become an effective weapon through which people seek the
intervention of the state on these issues. The intervention of the judic iary forced
the state to introduce some measures for the prevention of environmental pollution.
Justice Krishna Iyer, Justice Kuldeep Singh, and advocate MC Mehta have made
remarkable contributions to the protection of the environment.
Delhi is one of the most polluted cities in the world. Three issues related to
environmental pollution have been focused on activities of some concerned of the
civil society components in the recent past. These are air pollution caused due to
vehicular and industrial pollution and water pollution in the Yamuna river. The
number of private and public vehicles has increased manyfold in the recent past.
This has polluted the environment and made people, especially children and old
vulnerable to multiple diseases. Reacting to the court order which was a result of a
PIL, the government made it compulsory to introduce the CNG vehicles and make
the pollution check mandatory for all private vehicles. The introduction of CNG
vehicles has resulted in the reduction of environmental pollution in the city.
Similarly, the Delhi government has been a force to shift the polluting industries
out of the city and launch the Yamuna river cleaning operation. The closing down
of the polluting factories and industries proved the labo ur unrest in the city. It
resulted in the police firing, which killed one labourer. This is related to the
unplanned development policy. The migration to the cities from the villages is
inevitable. Unless some measures are adopted to absorb the migrating pop ulation,
and increasing usage of the vehicles is stopped, it seems the environmental
pollution will remain.
10.5 SUMMARY
To sum up, environmental and ecological movements became prominent in India
since the 1970s, like other such movements. The concerns of this movement are
not confined to any particular groups. They are all- encompassing – the entire
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village and urban communities, women, tribals, peasants, middle classes, and
nature. Even the issues raised by them concern all sections of society in varying
degrees. These issues are the protection of people‘s right to access natural
resources, prevention of land degradation, preventing commercialization of natural
resources and environmental pollution, maintenance of ecological balance,
rehabilitation of displaced people, etc. These issues are also related to people‘s
dignity, environmental rights, and their decision- making rights on the issues
concerning them.
The state in collaboration with the donor agencies disturbed the ecological balance
in the society following independence. In the process, this adversely affected the
people. The latter launched an environmental and ecological movement with their
leadership, NGOs, and other civil society organisations. These movements have
raised the levels of people‘s consciousness and achieved some success. They form
a significant aspect of democracy in India
10.6 EXERCISE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What are the different environmental issues in India?
What is the role of women in the environmental movement in India?
What is the Chipko movement?
Why environmental movement is important in the current scenario?
Discuss the various environmental movement of India.
Analyses the environmental movement in the context of India‘s politics.
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